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"With Malice tow.
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ROY,

XVIII

frie
number of young-folksnds of Mr. and Mrs. Brashears
gave a reception Thursday eve
at the Roy Theatre in honor of
Mrs. Brashears father and bro-e- r
the Messrs Hardys of Hannibal, Mo. who are visiting here.
A very pleasant evening was
reported by those' present, as the
time was spent in ' playing card
games, dancing, music etc. and
also a fine luncheon served.
...
.Mr. Hardy, Mrs. Brashear's father is past 70 years but hale and
.hearty, and a man well versed
with Current news. Thomas the
brother is a fine young man of
pleasing appearance and is making many friends in Roy.
Both are well pleased with this
mesa, and we hope' they will de,

cide to locate here,

v

SURPRISE PARTY

BIRi.DAY SURPRISE

A surprise party wa3 given
last Tuesday at the R. A. Pendleton home in the west part of
town in, honor of Miss Aliene,
their second eldest daughter. The
party was given by the Bible
Students Sunday School class, of
which Miss Aliene is a m miber,
the planning of the party being
done by Mr. Wade the tea; her of
this large class of the Union
Sunday school.
The party. wa3 indeed a surprise to Miss Aliene a'! d the
evening was very pleasantly
spent in playing games a;:d other forms of amusements. A fine
lunch was served by Mr.;. Pendleton, assisted: by members of
the class. All departed ; . a late
hour wishing Miss Allen:: many
more such happy evenings.
The Bible Students is one of
the' largest classes of the Union
Sunday school and they have
many more pleasant events arranged for the winter, the dates
and places of same which they
arts keeping a secret.

We overlooked the Reginald
Gunn birthday party which was
given .him by his parents on
Thursday evening, December
30th. Quite a number of hi"
playmates and his friends were
invited out to the Gunn ranch
home south of town and spent a
very pleasant evening and helped Reginald to celebrate his 15th
birthday. The evening was spent
in playing indoor and outdoor
games and telling stories. A fine

RECEPTION
A

M

None, with Charity for' AH, and with Firmness in the Right."
County, NevMexico.;Saturday, J angary 15, 1921,

lunch was also served by Mrs.
Gunn assisted by Mrs. Khyne
and Miss Fanny Belle Hughes.
All left for their various homes
at eleven o'clock wishing Reginald many mere auch happy birthday;'.
;.;

T. E. Mitchell, State. Senator
from Union canity, left for
Santa Fe la:;t Si.nKi.ay to bé ready
for the opening of the State Legislature, which convened at Santa Fe Wednesday.

Phone us that news item. Do
Mr Tjart to make your home paper
the best in the State. Let's
MRS. HENRY STONE HURT
reciprocate.
.

GGOfIEWS

J
n
The
received the bill of lading for their new
Lineotype machine this week.
The machine was purchased by
Mr. Ogden last April, and wa3
to be shipped immediately, but
for some reason of which we
were unable to learn, the machine was not shipped until the
latter part of December. The
machine was shipped from
Brooklyn, N. Y., by water to
New Orleans and then by rail to
Roy, and will probably arrive
here within the next few weeks.
The machine will be one of the
latest models of the Intertype
make, and when we get her installed we will have one of the
most
offices in northeastern New Mexico. It will also
save us the trouble of having so
much work done in Raton, and
when we get it installed we will
not be so particular for the E.
P. and S. W. trains making connection with the Santa Fe at
French as we have been the past
few months.
Spanish-America-

Mrs. Henry Stone fell last Saturday night while visiting at the
M. N. Baker home and had the
misfortune to dislocate her hip.
She was rushed to the Plumlee
hospital and the injured limb reset and at present is resting as
much as could be expected. The
injury is quite painful and will
probably keep her bedfast for a
great many weeks. Mrs. Stone
has just recovered from a severe
operation which she underwent
in Colorado last fall, and it is to
be hoped that she will improve
nicely from this accident and
that nothing serious will develop
from same.

te

a

Miss Rhoda Livingston gave
party to a number of her

friends at the Railroad Eating
House last Thursday, evening.
The evening was very pleasantly
spent in playing games and other amusements, A fine lunch was
also served.

Annual Meeting

and Banquet

1

NlT-viRE-

NEW COUNTY MEETING
The meeting held

at the

Spanish-Am-

Contest Party
One of the pleasant social events of the New year was the contest parly at the Abernathy home
last Tuesday eve, The large Sun.
School Class of which B.R.Reeder
is teacher had divided into two
sides and each side was trying to
out do the other jn attedance. Of
course one side had to. lose and it
was up to them to give the party
which was held as above stated.
The evening wasonefull of merriment and various contest
games and other amusements
occupied the minds of the young
folks until a late hour when a
fine lunch appeased the appetites
of the merrymakers and all to
soon they realized it' was time to
"vamoose" for their various

erican
office last Monday
MESA CO OPERATIVE CO. night for the purpose of discussing the new county situation
.. The annual
meeting of the was not as well attended as it
should have been. However, the
stockholders of the Mesa
Co. was held last Tues- fearful cold weather kept quite a
day morning at 10 o'clock at the few away that would have liked
to be present. The new county
Roy Theatre. Although it was a situation was thoroughly gone
stormy morning the attendance over and it was decided to send
was excellent which speaks well Iíeniigio Lopez to Santa Fe withfor the interest manifested in the in the next few days and assist
work of this splendid, organizat- Representative Eeck in potting
the matter thoroughly outlined.
ion
proposed
There are two
The meeting was called toord-e- r new counties, all of which are of
by President J. W. Beck with m.iich interest to Roy and vicinevery of ficer and director answ- ity. There is considerable speculation rife regarding the bounering to roll call.
dary lines and just what terriThe report from the various tory will be inculded, but this
officers snowed the company to matter was left up to the reprehave made a wonderful progr- sentatives and senators-elec- t
homes.
.
fromjthis territory, and the ono
ess 'during the pasé year.
stuThirtythree
of
the forty
thoroughly understood wai
At the. meeting a year ago fact
that the new proposed County dents of the class were present
the subscribed capital of the should embrace enough territory lit the social and all pronounce it
company was about $3.000.00 to be self surfiorting and at least one of the best ever. We might
while today it is well over the of the second or third class. The add that there are a number of
$20,000.00 mark, with scarcely general idea being that the other social events planed by
this
northern' line should include at
a day passing that does not see least three miles of Colfax Coun class which will take place in the
one or more new stockholders ty, and take in at least three near future but vou must be a
added to the 'list.
townships or more of Union member of the class to be prese
Although doing btisinss on the County on the east, and about nt at these fine social events.
greatest declining market the three townships of Mora on the
country has ever known, the co. west. Of course there will be deThe American Legion gave a
mpany has made an excellent viations from these lines, but social in the Roy Theatre last
showing for the past season, and that was the plan outlined. The Thursday evening.
The evenit has made possible a saving County Seat question was not ing was spent in dancing and
of, thousand?
of dollars to the discussed, other than all present various card games and other
of amusement.. The Lethought that the matter should forms
farmers of the Mesa,
gion boys served a fine lunch to
Since the, beg in i ng of the be left to a vote of the people of the visitors.
wheat movement last fall the the new proposed County, and
company has paid to the farm- wherever the majority wanted
Be sure' and see Carmel
ers an average of more than it, Roy was to be satisfied.'
Meyers at the Roy Theatre to$800.00 for each working day,
Anyway the new county prop night (Saturday).
and has distributed twelve cars csition will be brought up in the
of varous products among the present legislature, and just
"Once to Every Woman" is
farmers in the past 3 months.
what the outcome will be no one
title of Dorothy Phillips'1
the
hope
we
However,
that
The record made by the offic- knows.
picture which will be
famous
ers, and directors was so pleasing something definite will be done
shown at the Roy theatre Janutó tnestockholders tfiat they were and the m'átter permanently-disposeary 2Tst "and 22nd Price will
each one unanimously re elected
of by the present
be 28 and 55 rents. Be sure and
see this wonderful picture.
for another term.
There was not a single discordant note in the meeting and
those who say a bunch of farmers
'Battery, Ignition and Electrical Specialists'
cannot agree were certainly very
or-thre-

,

--

'

"The right of our citizens to
live should be placed above all

others."

'

Melville Floersheim, who has
been on the sick list the past few
weeks at his home in Springer, is
visiting relatives in Roy this
week.

Jnhn Albertson, who was formerly a jeweler at this place but
C. Ernest Anderson has been
at present is located in California, was. in Roy last Saturday appointed clerk of the School
visiting
friends. Wile Board and has taken over the
here he called on the Beck Motor books. " The appoifttmoñt "was
company and drove home a new caused by the resignation of n
Ogden, senior.
Ford.
old-ti-

Ir-vi-

much disappointed last Tuesday.
At the close of the business ession the members adjourned to
the Masonic Hail where dinner
was served to the stockholders
and their wives.
More than one hundred and
twenty five sat clown to one of
the finest public diners ever given in Mora County.
The serving was perfect under
the supervision of Mr. and Mrs.
Haines assisted by Mrs. Djetter-ic- h
Mrs. Noble G. G. and C. Léach
and the guests were unstinted in
their praise of everything in connection with the entire affair.
It was just like- one great big
home gather it g, a real family
affair and verji one seemed at
home and for a full hour enjoyed
the visit with their neighbors.
Pres. J. W: Beck presided in his
usual delightful manner and introduced ths various speakers.
MrMcGinnies responding to
s-

ANNUAL

OUR

MEETING
WAS

AND StOCKHOLDERS

A WONDERFUL

DINNER

SUCCESS,.

were more pleased than We can tell ycu, that so many of
you were able to be with us last Tuesday and regret that some
of you could not get in on account of the storm.
We

It

was a

better

real family affair and

and know our

splendid

we

company

all

other
better as a result of
know each

know you were

l

Let us

all

get-togethe-

it.

all

the mesa ever saw, and

for the biggest and best year
do this we will come. to our next

now

r

if

we

annual meeting with a report showing us to be the most influ-i- n
North Eastern New Mexico.
ential business organization
THE MESA

THE FLACE. ViEEKE YCU CAN GET
AND PAY THE LEAST

COMPANY

.TEE

MOST

FOR WHAT YOU SELL,

FOR WHAT YOU BUY.

;

THE SERVICE GARAGE
Raymond Pendleton

Overlands, De Laváis

Western Electric Light
Plants

&

Gerald Dodds

Repairing, Rebuilding and
Overhauling of Automobiles

Tractors and Engines.

Silos
Auto Accessories and Tires

Electric Aqplianees

Quick Dependable Service

Warranted work.

-

pleased over the reports of the business of the past season because you said so. You realize
now that this is your company and that the success of the
company defends on you as individuals. That it depends on
your support and loyalty to make it what you started out to
make it, "The place where you can get the most for mhat you
sell and. pay the least for what you buy."
We

J. E. BUSEY CO.

,

"Our Company" Mr. Kronig Co.
Agt, of Mora Co. responding to
"Standardizing Farm Products"
showing the value to the farmers
of uniting upon standard variti-ie- s
and establishing a
reputation for them.
Mr. Peterson, Agt. cf Curry
Co., spoke on "the value of proD-e- r
preparation of the various products for mraket in order to obia
n the highest price for them.
Prof. Trumbull spoke on the
"Forward look' and gave a most
optimistic expression as to the
outlook for the coming year.
The ladies outdid tne men in
their enthusiastic expressions of
appreciation of everything said
and done, and it will ttvke more
than a snow storm to keep them
away from future meetings.
The value of the social feature
of these meetings can not be estimated, and we hope the company will have them often.

On Service Corner
In The Town Of Roy.

SPECIAL FOR ONE WEEK
Jewel Flour 4.25 cvvt.

.
Goblin Hand Soap 5c
5
Soap
for 25c
bars
Laundry
Pearl White
White Lily Tomatoes large cans 2 for l25c
Albacere Tuna Fish No. 1 size 15c can
Van Cnmpa Chili Sauce 15c
White Lily Bartlet Pears large size 35c can
Panama Yellow Free Peaches large size 30c can
White Lily Black Berries large cans, 35c can
Del Mente Catsup. Pts, 25c
Greeley Potatoes 3c pound.

(Watch this space every week)

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
"A Profitable Place to Trade"

THF

SPANISH-AMERICA-

"Tour father

WOMAN AVOIDS
ill OPERATION
Hope Nearly Gone, but Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound Saved Her
"

Star, N. . C "My monthly spells
gave me bo much trouble, sometimes
i uiey would last two

Author of

--

13

'The CowlWhen"Etc.

i was

weeks,

treated by two doctors without relief
Eights PeseiVed
and they both said Cojturiit. All
nave
have
would
to
I
an operation.
I had
mytroublefouryears
"HUNGRY HUNGRY."
and was unfit to do
anything, and had
Synopsis. Dissatisfied because of
given up all hope of
the seemingly barren outlook of his
ever getting any
position as a school teacher in a
better. Ireadabout
Canadian town, John Harris deteryour medicine in the
mines to leave It, take up land In
Manitoba and become a
'Primitive Baptist paper and decided to
Mary, the girl whom he
try it I have used Lydia E. Pinkham's
loves, declares she will accompany
Vegetable Compound and Lydia E.
him. They are married and set out
Pinkham's Liver Pills for about seven
for the unknown country. They
months and now I am able to do my
select a homestead, build a home
worn, l snau never iorgei your mediand begin their life work of makcine and you may publish this if you
ing the prairie fertile farm land.
mrs. j. t.
Returning from selling his first
want to as it is true.
crop, Harris finds his wife desponHtmsEY. Star. N. C.
dent almost to Insanity from loneHere is another woman who adds her
liness, and with the immediate extestimony to the many whose letters we
pectation of becoming a mother. A
have already published, proving that
son Is born to them, to whom they
Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable Comgive the name of Allan. The story
pound often restores health to suffering
now Jumps
forward twenty-fiv- e
women even alter tney nave gone so iar
years. Harris Is prosperous and all
advisable.
deemed
is
operation
an
that
for getting rich. Mary Is
Therefore it will sursly pay any woman
and saddened over the change in
whe suffers from ailments peculiar to
her husband. Allan works with his
father. Beulah, the pretty daughher sex to give this good old fashioned
ter. Is rebellious at the shut-iremedy a fair trial.
"home-ateader-

."

toll-wo-

n

farm life. Jim Travers
usual hired man.

Is an

un-

was at work in the stables, feeding.
rubbing down and harnessing his
horses, while Allan and his father
walked to the engine, where they built
a fresh fire and made some minor repairs. A little later Beulah came
down to the corral with her
and the cows, comfortably chewing
where they rested on their warm
spots of earth, rose slowly and
with evident great reluctance at her
approach. The Harris farm, like fifty
thousand others, rose from Its brief
hush of rest and quiet to the sounds
and energies of another day.
Breakfast, like the meal of the night
before, was eaten hurried;?; end at
first without conversation,
but at
length Harris paused long enough to
remark, "Biles Is talkln' o' goln'
milk-pall-

West."

"The news might be worse," said
Beulah. Riles, although a successful
farmer, had the reputation of being
grasping and hard to a degree, even
In a community where such qualities, in moderation, were by no means
considered vices.

Quickly
Relieves
Constipation
Llltla

Dill.
ins

and

yo

trouble

Continued.

IV

horae-steadl-

jF
e0rVyT.pkrroARTERS

JniTTLE

51 fli5&

will
be relieved. For dizziness, lack cf
appetite, headache and blotchy skin
try them. Purely vegetable.
Small Pill Small Dose Small Price

Jo Llore Llisory

After Eating
Just Takes An Eatonlo
'The first dose

of Eatonlc did me
wonders. I take It at meals and am
no longer bothered with Indigestion,'
writes Mr 8. Ellen Harris.
Thousands of people, like this dear
lady, gratefully testify about Eatonlc,
which does Its wonders by taking up
and carrying out the excess acidify and
gases which bring on Indigestion,
heartburn, bloating, belching and food
repeating. Acid stomach also causes
ailabout seventy other
ments.
Protect yourself. "A big box
of Eatonlc costs but a trifle with your
druggist's guarantee.

keep much longer. The old badger-h- e's
at the bottom of all this."
' "You mustn't quarrel with your father, deatle. you mustn't do that"
"I'm not going to quarrel with him,
but I'm going to say some things that
need saying. And If It comes to a
showdown, and he must go well, he
must, but you and I will stay with the
old farm, won't we, mother?"
"There, there now," the mother said,
gently stroking her daughter's hair.
"Let us forget this, and remember how
much we have to be thankful for. We
have our health, and our home, and
the bright sunshine, and I declare,"
she Interrupted, catching a glimpse of
something through the window, "If the
cows haven't broken from the lower
d
pasture and are all through the
I
You'll have to take Collie and
get them back, somehow, or bring them
up to the corral."
upon ber head
Pulling a
Beulah called the dog, which came
leaping upon her with boisterous affection, and hurried down the path to
the field where the cows stood almost
lost in a Jungle of green oats. She
soon located the breach In the fence
and, with the help of the dog, quickly
turned the cows toward it. But alack !
just as victory seemed assured a rabbit was frightened from its hiding-plac- e
In the green oats and sailed
forth In graceful bounds across the
pasture. The dog, of course, concluded that fc?ie capture of the rabbit was
of much more vital importance to the
Harris homestead than driving any
number of stupid cattle, and darted
across the field In pursuit, wasting his
breath in sharp, eager yelps as he
went. Whereupon the cows turned
oatward again, not boisterously nor
Insolently, but with a calm persistence
that steadily wore out the girl's
strength and patience. She was in no
joyous mood at best, and the perverse-nes- s
of things aggravated her beyond
endurance.
Her callings to the cattle
became more and more tearful, and
presently ended in a sob.
"There, now, Beulah, don't worry;
we will have them in a minute," said
a quiet voice, and looking about she
found Jim almost at ber elbow, his omnipresent smile playing gently about
his white teeth. "I was down at the
creek tilling the tank, when I saw you
had a little rebellion on your bands,
might
and I thought
be in order."
"You might 've hollered farther
back," she said, half reproachfully, but
there was a light of appreciation In her
eye when she dared raise It toward
him. "I'm afraid I was beginning to
oat-fiel-

sun-bonn-

Harris paid no attention to his
daughter's Interruption. It was evident, however, that his mention of
"Jim," she snld, after a while, when Riles had a purpose behind It, and
the noise of the milking was drowned .presently he continued :
In the creamy froth, "I'm getting near
"Riles has been wrltln' to the dethe end of this kind of tiling. Father's partment of the Interior, and It seems
getting more and more set on money they're openln' a lot of land for
all the time. He thinks I should slave
away West, not far from the
along too to pile up more beside whnt Rocky mountains.
Seems they have a
he's got already, but I'm not going to good climate there, and good soil, too."
do It much longer, I'm not afraid of
"I should think Mr. Riles would be
work, or hnrdshlp either. I'd live In content with what he has," said Mary
a shack If I had to, I'd"
Harris. "He has a fine farm here, and
"Would you live In a shack?" said I'm sure both him and his wife have
Jim.
worked hard enough to take It easier
She shot a quick look at him. Hut now."
he was quietly smiling Into his milk
"Hard work never killed nobody,"
pall, and she decided to treat his pursued the fanner. "Riles Is good for
many a year yet, and free land ain't
question Impersonally.
"Yes, I'd live In a shack, too, If, I what It once was. Those homesteads'll
had to. I put In my first years In a be worth twenty dollars an acre by the
sodhouse, and there was more real time they're proved up."
happiness romping up and down the
Breakfast and Harris' speech came
land then than there Is now. In those to an end simultaneously, and the subdays everybody was so poor that ject was dropped for the time. In a
money didn't count. . . . It's differfew minutes Jim had his team hitched
to the tank wagon In the yard. The
ent now."
Jim did not pursue the subject, and men Jumped aboard and ' the wagon
the milking was completed In silence. rattled down the road to where the
Jim finished first, and presently the engine and plows sat In the stubble-field- .
rising hura of the crenin separator
"What notion's this father's got
was heard from the kitchen.
"There he goes, wlndlnghls arm off about Riles, do you suppose, mother?"
for me," said the girl, as she rose
from the last cow. "Poor Jim I wish
I knew whether it's Just human kindness makes him do It, or whether "
She stopped, coloring a little over the
thought that had almost escaped Into
be very foolish."
words.
She tripped again on the treacherous
When the heavy grind of the sepa
buckwheat, but he held her arm In a
rating was finished Jim went quietly
strong grasp against which the weight
to his own room, but the girl put on
of her slim figure seemed but as a
a clean dress and walked out through
feather blown against a wall. Then
the garden. At the lower gate she
they set about their task, but the
sober-eyestooped to pick a flower, which she
cows had no thought of beheld for a moment to her face; then,
ing easily deprived of their feast and
toying lightly with It in her fingers,
it was some time before they were all
she slipped the latch and continued
turned back into the pasture and the
along the path leading down Into the
fence temporarily repaired behind
ravine. To the right lay the bench
them.
where the sodhouse had stood, not so
"I can't thank you enough," Beulah
much as a mound now marking the
was saying. "You Just keep piling one
spot; but the thoughts of the girl
kindness on top of another. Say, Jim,
turned yearningly to It, and to the
honest, what makes you do It?"
days of the lonely but not unhappy
But at that moment the keen blast
childhood which It had sheltered.
of an engine whistle came cutting
through the air a long clear note, folPresently she reached the water,
lowed by a series of toots in rapid sucand her quick ear caught the sound
cession.
of a muskrat slipping gently into the
"I guess they're running short of
stream from the reeds on the opposite
water," said Jim. "I must hustle." So
bank; she could see the widening
saying he ran to the ford of the creek
wake where he plowed his swift way
n
was still standwhere the
across the pond. Then her own figure
ing, and In a minute his strong frame
stood up before her. graceful and lithe
was swaying back and forth to the
as the willows on the hank. She surrhythmic clanking of the pump.
veyed It a minute, then flicked the
Meanwhile other things were transflower at her face in the water, and
Harris had returned from
She was "Say, Jlrh, Honestly, What Makes You piring.
turned slowly homeward.
Do It?"'
town the night before with the fixed
not unhappy, but a dull sense of loss
Intention of paying an early visit to
oppressed her a sense that the world asked Beulah, as the two women bus-lethe Farther West. He and Riles had
was very rich and very beautiful, and
themselves with the morning work spent
more time than they should
that she was feasting neither on its In the kitchen.
breasting the village bar, while the
richness nor Its beauty. There was a
"Dear knows," said her mother,
stirring of music and poetry in her wearily. "I hope he doesn't, take It In latter drew a picture of rising color of
the possibilities which the new lands
poetry
nor
soul, but neither music
his head to go out there, too."
afforded. Harris was not a man who
CHAPTER

Don't let constipation poison your blood
ano curtan your energy,
iv
If your liver and bowels

CASTER'S

Is hungry," said the
"Hungry hungry, and be
thinks that more land, more money,
more success, will fill him. And in the
meantime he's forgetting the tilings
that would satisfy the love that was
ours, the little devo Oh, child, what
am I saying?
What an unfaithful
creature I am? You must forget,
Beulah, you must forget these word-swords of shame they are I"
,"The shame Is his," declared the
girl, defiantly, "and I won't stand this
nonsense about homesteadlng again I
Just won't stand It If he says anything more about It I'll I'll fly off,
that's what I'll do. And I've a few remarks for him about Riles 'that won't
mother.

n'

d
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and I will
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Aspi 61 u
Then it is Genuine
Warning! Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets,
you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by
physicians for 21 years and proved safe by millions.
Accept only an "unbroken package" of "Bayer Tablets oí
Aspirin," vhich contains proper directions for Colds, Headache,
Pain, Toothache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Neuritis, Lumbago
Handy tía boxea of 12 tableta coat but a few uvuta Larger paakagaa.
I
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I You Must Replace the Wear
? aim i cai uii tuc a luuian uyoicui
Did you ever stop to consider
what a tremendous task is placed
upon your human system every
day?
Your heart is constantly pumping life and vitality to every part
of your body. This is being rapidly consumed after being turned
into energy and strength that
keeps your system performing its
various functions.
Every day there is a certain
amount of wear and tear that must
bo replaced, if you are to enjoy
IN THE WAY

HE SHOULD

GO

good health.
Many people have found S. S. S,
a great aid in keeping their system
in good condition. Being such a
fine blood tonic and system-buildS. S. S. strengthens and enriches
the blood supply, and gives new
er

vigor and vitality to the whole
i
body.
S. S. S. is sold by all druggists.

Write for free literature and full
information to Chief Medical Adviser, 162 Swift Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga.
I

AMBITION

SOARED TOO HIGH

Father Determined to Spare No Pains Pioneer Grape Grower Unfortunately
In the Proper Upbringing of
Was Not Satisfied With First
Really Excellent Results.
His Offspring.
Tn Chicago they tell of the great
pride which the parents of a certain
lad take in him. Father is determined
to make him a great business man, a
veritable captain of industry.
One day the mother heard loud
screams emanating from an adjoining room and rushed in to investigate
the cause. Father was vigorously administering chastisement to the young

hopeful.

A hundred years ago Dr. C. W.
d
Grant bought a small,
island in the Hudson rivér nearly opposite Peek-skilThere was a general
laugh at what people declared to be
his folly, as the island was so barren
and worthless that It did not seem possible for anything to grow there. Doctor Grant, however, had ideas of his
own, and he began a growth of grapes
of the then new variety, the Delaware.
In a very short time the Island was
known to grape growers all over the
country, and Doctor Grant was declared to have done more for grape
culture than any other man in Amerrock-ribbe-

l.

James! Why are you
"James!
thrashing Harry?" demanded the wife.
"Because I caught him in a lie, that's
why," said the father, continuing the
thrashing.
"A lie? You say a lie?"
ica.
"Yes ! I will teach him to He better
The great business enjoyed by the
than that if I have to break every physician turned his head, and he bebone in his body!"
gan to work toward a scheme that
would turn the Island into a paradise
Patriot.
of growing flowers, especially mag"Pa, what Is a patriot?"
nolias and rhododendrons,
and he
"A patriot, my boy, is a man who hoped to give seed or cuttings to every
continues to love and serve his coun home in America. The result of his
try whether or not its elections go to attempts was bankruptcy, and he left
suit him."
the Island, which soon went back to
rock and barren soil.
Quite So.

bureau employs some
The wisest man may always learn
clerks." "Quite a job to take the something from the humblest peasant.
census of the census."
J. P. Senn.
"The census
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Waltar FUld Co.

.nli'l,

Yoii Save From
$15 to $25 on every
Saddle and Harness
Direct from our workshop.
Sand for our (roe catalog.

The Fred Mueller Saddle
and Harnea

Co,

I4U la Hit Uriarr St.. Dtnrr, Cab.

d

And presently she
found expression.
discovered she was thinking about
Jim Travers.
Her mother sat In the dining room,
knitting by the light of the hanging
lamp. Her face seemed very pale and
lovely In the Roft glow.
"Pon't you think yon have done
jnough?" said the girl, slipping Into
a sitting posture on the floor by her
knee. "You work. work.
mother's
suppose they'll
work, all the time.
have to let you work In heaven.
"We value our work more as we
grow older." said the mother. . . .
"It helps to keep us from thinking."
"There ybu go!" excliilmeo. the girl;
but there was a tenderness In her
I
wish
voice. "Worrying again.
they'd stay home for a change."
The mother piled her needles In
silence. "Slip away to bed. Beulah."
she said at length. "1 will wait up
for a while."
Late in the night the girl heard
heavy footsteps in the kitchen and
bursts of loud but Indistinct talking.
1

Skin Tortured Babies Sleep

Mothers Rest

After Cuticura
Soaa 2Sc, Oiatmeat 25

ud 50c,TaIcn 25c

Anyone Having Horses
or Mules to Sell

I

or If you need a horse or mule, or car
load, should attend our Opening Sale,
Block Show Week.

DENVER HORSE A MULE CO.
Union Btock Tarda
Denver, Colo.

1

W. N.

DENVER. NO.

CHAPTER

V.

Notwithstanding Harris' late hour
tha household was early ustir the fol
At five o'clock Jltn
lowing morning.

"Who,

Dad?

Oh, he wouldn't

do

that. His heart's quite wrapped up In
the farm here. I wish he'd unwrap It
a hit and let it peek out at times."
"I'm not so sure. I'm beginning to
think It's the money that's in the
farm your father's heart Is set on. If
the money was to be made somewhere
else his heart would soon shift. Here
I've slaved and saved until I'm an an
old woman, and what better are we
for It? We've better things to eat and
more things to wear and a bigger
house to keep clean, and your father
thinks we ought to be satisfied. But
he Isn't satisfied himself. He's slaving
harder than ever, and now lie's got
this notiou about going West. Oh,
you'll see It will come to that. He
knows our life Isn't complete, and he
thinks more money will complete It.
of twenty years
All the experience
hasn't taught him any better."
Beulah mood aghast at this outburst,
and when her mother paused and
looked at her, and she saw the unbidden wells of water gathering In the
tender eyes, the girl could no longer
restrain herself. With a cry she flung
her arms about her mother's neck, and
for a few moments the two forgot their
habitual restraint and were but naked
souls mingling together.

abused himself with liquor, and Riles,
too, rarely forgot that Indulgence was
expensive, and had to be paid for In
cash. Moreover. Allan occasioned his
father some uneasiness. He was young,
and had not yet learned the
to be expected In later life. More
than once of late Allan had crossed
the boundary of moderation and John
Harris was by no means Indifferent to
the welfare of his only son. Indeed,
the bond between the two was so real
and so intense that Harris had never
been able to bring himself to contemplate their separation, and the boy had
not even so much as thought of establishing a home of his own. The idea
of homesteadlng together assured further ' years of close relationship between father and son, and the younger
with it.
man fell in
self-contr-

whole-heartedl- y

But Jim smiled and said:
"No accident at all. I hav
merely dacided to go

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

After 30 you can't make anybody
mad by not inviting him to a picnic.

aaa

Sure Enough.
New Rifles for Jap Army.
"What is worse than amateur theInfantrymen in the Japanese army
are to have a rifle of larger caliber. atricals?"
"Amateur
At present a rifle of .225 caliber is
used, compared with the British .303
Walk up to every day like a man.
and the French .314. The gun barrel
of the machine gun is also to be
It may be better feed In the rack than
It looks from a distance.

Look, into it!
Iftea or coffee drinking' disturbs health or
comfort, switch to

ÍMSTAMT
p TU,M
There's a big ain

toward health.with convenience, economy, and
no loss

in satisfaction
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THE
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U: S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M ,
Jjec y i)u.
NOTICE is hereby given that Ray
mundo Belarde. as Guardian of Leon
ires Belarde, Amadeo Belarde and
Petro Belarde, minor children of Filo
mena Belarde, of Albert, Union
County, New Mexico, who on August
28, 1912, made Homestead Entry, No.
014998, for Lots 3 and 4 and SV4
NWÍ4 Section 5, Township 20 North,
Range 29 East ,New Mexico Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
proof for minor orphan children of
said entrywoman, now deceased,
fcoth parents of said minors being deceased, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F, H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, New
Mexico, on February 7, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
A. F. Chavez, M. A. Chavez, Jr.,
Simona Arguello and J. P. Arguello, all of Albert, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

NOTICE FOR

D

TRACT

Department of the Interior

S. Land Office at Clayton, N. !M.,
Public Land Sale
Dec. 27, 1920.
Department of the Interior
NOTICE is hereby given that FranU. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M., cisco Martinez, of Albert, Union Co.,
December 30, 1920. New Mexico, who on October 23rd,
"C" of
orders Sale.
1911, mr.de Homestead Application,
NOTICE is hereby given that, as No. 014l..J. for Wtt NEY and EVfe
directed by the Commissioner of the NW,i Section 30, Township 18 N.,
General Land Office, under provi Range 32 L., N. M. P. Meridian, has
sions of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to filed notice of intention to make Finthe application of Fred S. Brown, al Five Year Proof, to establish claim
Roy, N. M., Serial No. 027317, we to the land above described, before F.
will offer at public sale, to the high H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
est bidder, but at not less than $2.00 office at Roy, New Mexico, on Feb.
per acre, at 10.00 o clock A. M., on 18, 1921.
the 17th day of March, 1921, next, at
Claimant names as witnesses:
TJ.

Mrs. W.R. Bradley received

a

closed services Wednesday

eve.

the visiting Evanglist and sermons and they hated
to see them close their meeting
but as they have other places to
go we must be ílad they stayed
as) long as they did. There wll
bemeetings at Mosquero for a
We all enjoyed

week or more; we hope to see
large crowds out.
Literary was not very well attended as every one was tired
from attending services. A few
of tht Solano people were out. We
can promise a fine program for
the 21st so all come.
Clarence Driskil has been on
the sick list again for the past
week, also those that were on the
sick list last week were Mrs. R. H.
Smith, Mrs. Krosneck and son
Virgil who are all better now.
Also Mrs. R. Hazen.

PUBLICATION-ISOLAT-

1Í1E.

County Surveyor

Amebkm
LEGION

Interior. Contests, etc.

(Copy for Thii Department
the American Legion-New- n

Supplied bj
Bervíce.)

TO CHEER DISABLED HEROES

Philip N. Sanchez, Secretary

Ii. Copien, Vice Provident
9 YEANS EXPERIENCE IN

VV.

9 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN
TAXES AND COUNTY
WORK.

ABSTRACT AND COUNTY
WORK,

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
INCORPORATED.

AHSTKACTS
compiled to all lands in Mora Counlij.
TAX IOS
of parties living outside of state attended to.
I N' F( ) R MATI O N furnished of assessments, taxes etc.
CERTIFIED
copies of anjj recorded instruments furnished
RECOKDIXO
attended to, Deeds, Mortyanes etc.
NOTARY WORK of all kinds executed.

All matters entrusted to us dispatched with
PROMPTNESS and ACCURACY, at
very reasonable charges.
YOUR BUSINESS SOLICITED

ATTENTION MR. FARMER

at-n-

Are you satisfied with the
prices you have been getting
for your cream? If not, ship
us your next can.

SSW14 Sec. 14, T. 20 N., R. 25
E., N. M. P. M. "This tract is ordered into the market on a showing

that the greater portion thereof is
mountainous or too rough for cultivation."
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceased bidding. The person making the
highest bid will be required to immediately pay to the Receiver the
amount thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
d
land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

YOU WILL BE SURPRISED WITH THE RESULT,
HERE IS WHAT YOU GET:
1-

2-

'

3-

- - Top

market price for your cream.
of

- Prompt and accurate return
can and check.
.
- A sq'uare deal.

.

We pay the express charges on
your cream. If you ship by parcel
post, we refuud part of postage.
5- - - If cans are lost in transit. w
replace them free.

4-

."

j

--

More than 2,000,000 men In almost
American Legion posts In all
parts of the United States and its possessions have been enlisted in a campaign to make life more worth living
to some 20,000 sick and disabled
heroes of the World war who still are
patients In government and private
hospitals and to humanize all activities that enter Into their care and
treatment. Government bureaus at
Washington have supplied the Legion
with lists of these hospitals, about
1,200 In number, and the number of
men who are patients In
each. The country has been districted
according to Legion membership and
etch of the five national vice commanders of the Legion has been assigned to supervise the work of Legion posts, committees and Individuals
In various states. A plan to take a
men, especialcensus of all
ly those still In hospitals, and straighten out their compensation and Insurance claims, is Included in the general
program. The full weight of the women's auxiliary of the Legion will also
be thrown behind the movement and
the assistance of all loyal Americans
is being asked for and gladly accepted.
"These men in hospitals are our
first concern," F. W. Galbralt.h, Jr,
national commander of the Legion,
said recently, "and the situation with
regard to them is far from satisfactory. They are coming to believe, and
Justly to a large extent, that their
country has forgotten them. Their
greatest need Is a friendly handclasp,
cheerful smile and an unqualified and
demonstration that we
have not forgotten them and will
never forget them while Ood gives us
with
strength to stand
and behind them so long ns they need
our help. It's not our job alone It's
everybody's Job but It's just a little
closer to the hearts of men and women of the Legion."
The Lesion takes the position that
the maimed World war heroes represent America's fundamental obligation
ind that the Legion, hacked by the
full weight of sound public opinion,
can make conditions, with regard to
them as nearly perfoct as human
agencies will permit.
four-squar- e

If you do not have one of oar shipping tags, use
any shipping tag and address it to -

RAT-SNA-

Trinidad Creamery Company

RAT-SNA-

Ml Legion Posts to Join in Campaign
to Aid World War Men In
.
Hospitals.

10,000

Complete indexes to all lands.

Public Land Sale.
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
orders sale.
"C" of
December 30, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that, as
directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land office, under provisions
of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to the
application of Fred S. Brown, Roy,
New Mexico, Serial No. 027341, we
will offer at public sale, to the highless than $2.00
est bidder, but
per acre, at 10.00 o'clock A. M., on
the 17th day of March, 1921, next, at
this office, the following tract of
land:

Rat-Snap-

NE:
SE;

í',

Land Matters before the Department of the

ED

hoping that we do.
Friend
These are the words of James
will
be
held
meeting
Teachers
Baxter, N. J.: "Ever since I
at Mr. M. L. Woods home this tried
I have always
P
Wednesday eve.
kept it in the house. Never fails.
P
Used about $3.00 worth of
The Woods bachelors came in
a year and figure it saves
home Saturday night from their me about $300 in chicks, eggs
P
corn fields, but just to spend and feed.
is convenient, just break up cake, no
Sunday here.
mixing with other food." Three

Dec. 9 1920.

is

SURVEYING AND MAPPING

TRACT

above-describe-

-

1920.

J.H.ROY

E.

Sunday School was well attended
Sunday. This Sunday we hope all
are out as this will be our Sunday for preaching.
our- prominent '"o'd
V
"bachelor" Mr. Claud will leave
us, we will all miss you Al if yon
stay, of course we expect you "The Farmer's Worst Enemy
back in a week or so? and lieres
The Farmer's Best
Rats.

!'ir

Dec. 27

Dec. 15, 1920.

Register1.

NOTICE FOR

NOTICE

Trinidad, Colorado.

RAT-SNA-

'

Fred Brown and Henry Stone sizes, C5c, G5c, $1.25. Sold and
were Bradley visitors this week. guaranteed by Fairview Pharmacy and Roy Trading Co.
W. L. Russel was a visitor at
the W. R. Bradley farm Sunday.
Let Bagwell fix and recharge
Arthur Hazen took a load of your battery or magneto magwheat in to Mosquero, and while nets. J.E. BUSEY CO.
there he got some medecine for
his children that have been on
the sick list for some time.

We were sorry to hear that COLUMBUS KNIGHTS
AID CHILD APPEAL
Mrs. Oscar Aspgren was unable
to attend church regular on the James A. Flaherty, of PhlladelpMt
account of illness, she is in very jupreme knight Of the Knights of Copoor health, but we hope for a lumbus, declared that the IC of C, In
response to to appeal from Herbert
speedy recovery.
European ReAmong those who were but to
services from Solano and Mosquero were: Mr. and Mrs. Newman and family, Mr and Mrs.
Drake, Mr. and Mrs. Laughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Bradley, Mis3 Ellen
Drake and Lawrence Kingsbury.
Mrs. Peter Hall was a visitor
at Mrs. Frank Smith's home Fri.
Miss Mabel Hall was a visitor
in Mosquero Thurs. and Friday.

Try a DeLaval Cream Separator two weeks at our expense.
Easy terns if you want to buy.
S i

usey Company

Hoover, rlmlrrann of the
lief Council, had decided to take an
exception In their policy of refraining
from any national campaign for funis
for relief or charitable work.
"Tho need ol the starving and sick
children of u rope Is o urgent," Mr.
Flaherty said, "thi.t the Knights of Columbus feel la duty bound to devote
themselves to the common task of raising Cunda for the relief of these chilAn an organization
It is our
dren.
Intention to conduct no distinct K, of
C. drive for funds, although members
of the organlturion are frequent contributors to all charitable drives. But
o feel Hint the emergency
In this case
chIIs for the united efforts of all Americana and we consider It a privilege to
have partnership It this great wwk of,
umrcy."
1

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION $
Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at Clayton, N. IL
Dec. 15, 1920",'
NOTICE is hereby given that Fila
delfio Martinez, of Solano, Mora Co
New Mexico, who, on February 12
1916, made Homestead Entry, No.
021653 for Ett NEU, Sec. 31, and
SEÍ4, EMi SWV Section 30, Town
ship 18 N., Range 27 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention,
to make Final Three Year Proof, t
estahlish claim tn the lnnrl nhnve fiel
scribed, before F. H. Foster, U. 'S?
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
'
New Mexico, on Feb. 17, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Andres G. Truiillo. Samuel Mar- tinez, Nieves Madrid. O. E. Sanchez?
all of Solano, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

'

again

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Chyton, N. M.,
December 10, 1920.
REPUBLICATION ordered-bq
"C" f i n on
NOTICE is hereby given that Min
or Bradley, of Roy, New Mexico, who,
on Dec. 15, 1915 made Homestead
Entry No. 021382, for SVé SE
Sec.
S W í , NW
11, SV2 SW'i, NE
SEV, WH NEH, Section 12, Township 19 N., Range 25 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make three year Proof, to
establish claim to the lane above described, before Register and Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Clayton,
New Mexico, on February 7, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
James H. Sandsbury, John Rych- lewshi, Harry Redd, Len Sandsbury,
all of Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Department of the Interior
at Clayton, N. M.,

U. S. Land Office

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N... M.,

hereby given that
NOTICE is hereby given that Paz uñarles T. Jase, or Mills, Mora Co.,
R. De Herrera, of Kephart, Union New Mexico, who, on March 9, 1916,
Co., New Mexico, who, on Decemher addl. September 16, 1920, made
15th, 1917, made Homestead Applica- Homestead Entries Nos. 026057 and
SecSW
tion, No. 023012, for N
030868, for S
SEV4;NWVl SEtt;
tion 21, Township 23 N., Range 29 SKS SW4: SWK,
SWVt
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
NE
SWV4; W
SWÍ4;
of intention to make Final Three Year sec.
Sec
Ett NEtt; E
Proof to establish claim to the land 27, SEtt NEÍ4; 'EH SEVi Section
above described, before F. H. Foster, 521, Township 22 N., Ranee 24 E., N,
U. b. Commissioner, at his office at M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Roy, New Mexico, on Feb. 23, 1921. intention to make Three Year Proqf,
to establish claim to the land above
Claimant names as witnesses:
Elias D. Herrera, Arturo Lanfor, described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Julian S. Trujillo, Leonor Martinez, Teófilo De Herrera, Gregorio Lan- Commissioner, at Roy, New Mexico,
both of Albert, New Mexico, Paz Cor-ti- z for, all of Kephart, New Mexico.
on January 19, 1921.
and Juan Del Valle, both of MosClaimant names as witnesses:
VALVERDE,
PAZ
quero, New Mexico.
Hemp Martin, George Reherd, E.
Register- Register. D. Bartmass, Fred Burton, all of
PAZ VALVERDE,
'
Register.
Mills, New Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Department of the Interior
Register. Ü. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,

above-describ-

letter from her daughter Nanalee
who is attending school at Denver. She will need operation on her
teeth which may cause her nuch
trouble; this will call Mrs. W.R.
up to Denver to take care of her;
we hate to lose' Mrs. Bradley
but yet we know she needs a
rest and should go for her good
as well as Nanalee's.
Our minister and his Evanglist

ERICA

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PUBLICATION-ISOLATE-

this off.ce, the following tract of
land:
Sec. 11, T. 20 N. R.
W
SW
25 E., N. M. P. M. "This tract is or
dered into the market on aj showing
that the greater portion thc;eof is
mountainous or too rough fcr culti
vation."
The sale will not be kept oren, but
will be declared closed wh.i those
present at the hour named have ceasBRADLEY
ed bidding. The person making the
highest bid will be required to immediately pay to the Receh ar the
Lysle, Ralph and father Hazen amount
thereof.
gathAny persons claiming adversely the
came home from their corn
are advised to
ering up at Dehaven where they file their claims, land
or objections, on or
have been for the past week.
before the time designated ior sale.
PAZ VALvTRDE.
They have finished up and glad
Register.

to be throügh and home
for good.

SPANISH-A-

TO

TO THE PUBLIC
Your wheat is worth more money at cur mil!.

Dont sell your

MEMORY

OF

COMRADES

Bronze Tablet Is Unveiled by Gutten.
berg Post of New Jersey, Assisted
by School Children.

wheat for cash and use the cash to buy flour. Do a little figuring
we give 36 lbs of flour for a bushel of wheat and flour selling for
$5.00 a hundred, is 5 cents a pound and 36 pound3 at 5 cents is
$1.80

r.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
V. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Dec, 15 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given'that Nieb- es Esquibel. of Roy. Mora Co.. New
Mexico, who, on July 22, 1915, made
Addl. Homestead Application, No.
020521, for NWH NEV. NE"4
NWy and S
NWÍ4. Section 9.
Township 20 N., Range 25 E., N. M.
F. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. II. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on Feb. 15, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Adolfo Montoya, Santoa Blea,
Celedón Esquibel, Federico Esquibel,
all of Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

U.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at Clayton, N.

NOTICE is hereby given that
o
Martinez, heir and for the heirs
of Marlita M. Martinez, deceased, of
Fila-delfi-

Solano, Mora Co., New Mexico; who,
on July 19, 1915, made Homestead
Entry, No. 020490, for W
NW
N
NW
Sec. 31,

Why rob

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Nov. 8, 1920.

NOTICE is hereby given that
George Ulibarri of Bueyeros, New
Mexico, who, on Sept. 17, 1918, made
Homestead application No. 024058,
for the W,fc NE'4, SE4 NWVi ;
Wíá NWV4, Sec. 33; SW4 SWH,
SW',4 SE'i, Section 28; SE ',4 SEH,
Sec. 29, Township 22 N., Range 30
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before W. II.
Willeox, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, New Mexico, on Jan.
1, 1921.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Canuto Gonzales, Juan JVIadril, Antonio Castillo, all of Bueyeros, Union County, New Méx.; Inacia Jim-ine- z,
of Pasamonte, Union County,
New Mexico.

PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUDLICATION
Department of i.:o Interior
S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,

1921.

home industry and ask you to give us a trial.

L.

Claimant nanies as witnesses:
George Perry, C. W. Newman, A.
Newman, G. E. Weisdorfer, all of

Solano,

Solano, N. M.
in Prpjss of Winter.
Take' Winter ns yon find him, nnd
lie turns out I l n l!ioroi!'!iiy honest

I
:

fellow ivitli no iiiinsense in liiin. arid Ing tvirn'llie Hem. T'e of fur tin if,
tolerating 'none In you, which U a we mippose. try to c eres'ilen IhI run.
great comfort in the long run.
dldites. Cleveland I'laui Dealer.
Lowell.
I

New Mexico.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
í

ma.

And Sa Are Immune.
"Less than Imlf the people struck
by Hclitniiii: lire killed." suya
i'oif.

NE,

SE,

WH SW, SWU NWU Section 30,
Township 18 N., Range 27 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his offiee at Roy,
New Mexico, on Feb. 17, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Andres G. Trujillo, Samuel Martinez, Nieves Madrid, O. E. Sanchez,
all of Solano, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

NV,

that gives it the flavor and nutriments of

FARMERS MILL &
ELEVATOR COMPANY

M

Dec. 15, 1920.

Dec. 17, 1920.

yourself ofthe. best in wheat for the sake of color?
We are

New Mexico.

NOTICE is hereby given that Wilson H. Heflin, of Roy, Mor.a Co.,
New Mexico, who, on February 15th,
1918, made Homestead Application,
No. 025766, for S
SE H , SEVi
SWVi Section 18; N',á NEVi, NEÍ4
SE',4 NEU and Lot 1. Section 19, Township 19 N., Range 27
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on Feb. 18,

We make a straight grade of flcur and it is not bleached.
Some states have laws against bleaching, because it burns up the
whole wheat as nature has'put'in wheit for our use.

Claimant names as witnesses:
W. R. Holmes. J. H. Mitchell. B. R.
Stewart, Hugh Mitchell, all of Rov.

U.

a bushel for your wheat.

valuable oil in the flour

NOTICE is hereby eriven that
George S. Wortman, of Roy, Mora
Co., New Mexico, who, on April 8,
1915, made Homestead Application.
No. 019594,- - for SW&, Section 28,
Township 21 N., Range 27 E., N. M.
r. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H, Foster,
u. b. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on February 15,

Guttenberg Post No. 64 of the Amer
ican Legion of New Jersey recent!)
took charge of the unveiling of a
bronze tablet on the town hall, com
memoratin' the death of seven loca
men in the World war. The table'
was unveiled by T. Kern, pott com
mander while SO school children sanf
"Lead Kindly Light"

U. S. Government

Warns Farmers About Disease Caused bj
Rats.
They carry Bubonic piague,
fatal to human beings. Thev
carry foot and mouth disease,
which is fatal to stocl:. They kill
chickens, eat gram, cause de
struction of property. If you

have

rats

RAT-SNA-

P

will kill

them leaves no smell. Comes
in cakes, ready for use. Three
sizes, 35c, 65c, $1.25. Sold and
guaranteed by Fairview Phar
macy and Key Trading Co.

3E:
THE

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FRAKIE VIEW

AS WE SEE IT

N

Published by

TVhen some fe!low3 speak of a
"close" friend they mean one!
who gets close enough to permit j
them to make a touch.

THE SPANISH AMERICAN PRINTING COMPANY
Frank L. Schult: Editor.
Wra. G. Johnson Associate Editor.
Subscription $ 2.(0 Per Year
i
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KDUIriKCI A r.?T
matter at ti jxtiñ;ee in Key, Xe J!ex:cc,
Eotred as scosd-tia- j

Roy bat who would rather be!
hung than have their old love
letters printed in a newspaper.

IT- -

!

From the vast number of!
yctithiul train bandits nov7 cper- afing, we're inclined to believe
there hasn't tee a enough of the

THE FAMILY pELLAR

Citizens of Rcy and community will be interested in a statement just issued by Sec. Lincoln, cf the Fann Federation Bureau,
to the effect that a large, rocrr.y cellar under every house in town she-- movement in this countrv.
cr citv would do more than anything else to reduce living costs.
He contends the cellar is a necessity if tiiere is to be direct '
between tr.e producer on the farm and1; manners
trading and
n
wih!
the consumer in town and city. The farmer is not provided with rrney, but they're'' asualh- - pret- storage facilities, he cannot hold his fall crops that are perishable UT pCte when ce'ieetírg a nroft
until town and citv people take his surplus in small lots. His '
arpies and potatoes. turnips and cabbage must be marKeted ahead
Rev woren
net 10V
iUtie.
and the roomy cellar is worth something to the emuéh to . dicii
of cold weather
polities.
,.
T
T
f
r
w:e cuiuuím t you cion
as w tu11 as ice co:u:x:vr. .ur.
umwin iguea .1.
t i;r3 e"l T r'r 9 vealarmtr
would pront oeeause wr.n a roomy cenar ne couia ouy nis wimer rut along the street to rav ani
supply oi foodstuffs at ousnei rates, tnus ejecting a Dig saving.
election bet.
There were days when the completeness of the stores in the
Those who used to gather at '
cellar pretty nearly Lxed the standing of the family in the comto
poorly
filled cellar was a reproach
the the livery stable now gather ats
munity. An empty or
owner, who wculd be considered shiftless, a poor manager and the garage and there hasn't!
flack in making preparation for winter. There are many cellars been much improvement in the
well stocked with food supplies and good things now in this com- odor, either.
munity, but there are many others with room that is not put to serWe went a little slower in the
vice. Mr. Lincoln, in making his plea for better filled cellars and
pointing out how expenses may be reduced has certainly furnished days of horse and buggy, but we
didn't lose any time at filling!
U3 something to think about.
stations after we'd once handed
Dobbin his oats.
AFTER THE FARMER
w e overneard one Kov citizen t
Did you knew that the farmersthe kind of farmers who do say yesterday that, his children
their trading in Roy and who make' this a mighty good county in have the "galloping consumpclass of tion". They just eat and run.
which to live and do business, are the most sought-aftpeople in the world. If you'haven't thought about it, listen a moment.
Maybe if nautre had known
d
business and his money is wliat a 1rf nf UTirrr f lio irnrli
The fanner has a solid,
good money, nobody usually having a prior claim on it over the was coming to she'd have made
times out of a an apple that wouldn't ferment.
man who steps in and gets it. And ninety-nin- e
hundred the men who are clamoring for the farmer's money do
And still another difference
rot belong and do not live in this county. As a rule they have an
cfp.ee of some kind in a distant city. They seek out a farm paper between death and taxe3 is that
and they get up clubs at very low subscription rates, sometimes death is sometimes painless.
offering premiums, but always with a view to getting that paper
j
The world may owe every man
into the farmer'3 home at any cost. And they fill the
advertising nopmg ail the time to get j a living, but the wise Roy man is
farm paners with mail-ordto swallow the bait. In most instances these alluring the one who knows it takes a
the f
ads start with the words: "Send No Money," as there appears in fcastler to collect it.
blac: type the blackest type m the ad the word "Free . Ir.ey
i ci3 man UAnnur.zio, wno
xnsist the farmers read these ads and ail tneir en oris at get: f!
- j
.
r.a:
subscriptions for the m.
rder
i
t t
his
it is a gi me that is being worked every cay in this county, aad troifc-I- :c Italy has laid downpoet-do
it is not helping the county one whit. The men who get the money sword and will again wrue
not par one cent of tax"e3 to keep up the roads and school houses ry. That's yhat you call going
m this county. And every dollar sent out of the county means frcm bad to worse.
someone must work that much harder to replace it that expenses
Ii would certainly be nice for
may be met at home. If you want to take a farm paper pay your
money' for it and take a good one. The one that is offered you free Europe if home rale in Ireland
was as popular as heme brew in
is apt to eost you pretty dearly before you get rid of it.
this country.
d-
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iur items have not been

A n imbar of young people gathered at the "B.G.Grunig home
on Friday eve. Jan. 7th for a
surprise birthday party given in
honor of Mis3 Ruth Depew who
was 'Sweet Sixteen'. It was a
complete surprise as had been
and of course it was enc
ouraging for the remaining part
of the evening which passed very
pleasatly and the midnight hour
came to soon. Delicious refreshments were served after which
the guést departed wishing Miss
Ruth many more happ" birthdays

You will find at our lobby

your requirements
when vou have letters to
write.
tables

I

Miss Fern Depew and Edd
Burleson from Mosquero were
amoung the guests of Mrs: B.G.

Gmnig last Friday evening.
I

j

THE ROY TRUST
& SAVINGS BANK
J

Tires

so-call-ed

er

ar-ñe-rs

--

ic--- --

TIRES

-

.

There has been several on the
sick list the last few days. ome
of these are theB. G. Grunig family and Mrs. Emmil Weisdorfer.
Come and visit the Wagoner
school "Its the Eest Ever."

er

TIRE

A few of the neighbors had a
dandy time at the John Weisd-orf- tr
home Tuesdaj eve. You
have heard of the good times and
good eats always found with John
and Kate.

I

I

i

The Hon. Cipriano Lujan of' We aeree with the Rov man!
Representative J. W. Beck left
was attending to busi-- " v.ho said the other day that he'dt
Sabinoso
be
Wednesday
to
Fe
Santa
for
in Roy the first of hate to own a whole orchard if j
matters
ness
present at the State Legislature
Lujan is one of even' tree was as expensive as a
Mr.
week.
the
y
sixty-dasession
began
a
which
Vrz large ranchmen of San Mi- - Christmas tree.
at the capital on the 11th.
gutl county, and is making good
While we are sending food to ;
fin his line of work.
starving Armenians why not '
the
is
new
a
Albert Bacharach
n
Rev. Cooke was cn the sick list ship them all the parsnips we've
reader cf the
this week. We knew Albert la:st Sundav and unable to be in rot left over here and won't eat?
would have to have the paper the pulpit, and same was filled by
Occasionally we meet a man so;
f ooner or later to be a successful Mr. McGinnies at the momingj full of
he thinks
church.!
man.
at
service
business
the Christian
heaven is a place where every-- r
body takes off their hat to the(
C. C. Moore was up from MosH. M. Warner came to town
boss.
with two team3 last Tuesday and quero last Saturday attending to
hauled the machinery of the Roy business matters and trading
It has about gotten around to
Broom factory out to his ranch, with cur progressive merchants. the point where some Roy men
and will make broom3 this winnever smile until they almost
The I. O. 0. F. lodge initiated run over you with their automo- ter for Manager Johnson when
it Í3 too cold to work on the a large class into the mysteries
farm. Hal is a dandy broom of the order last U ednesaay eve- maker, and we are assured of a ning. After the degree work was
Reading of the crime wave;
fine batch of brooms when he given a fine lunch was served by sweeping over our big cities, it
the lunch committee.
does the work.
strikes us that using the jails a
little more might help some.
The best resolution any Royj
citizen can make for this year is j
to resolve to do the best he can
under all circumstances.
!

Priced to sell

Goodyear
"Service Station"

Is

rcn your car with the
wheels cut of alignment. Wheels

IX

j

Spanish-America-

that "don't track" are gluttons
for rubber.
Don't let your ir.fiation get below the point toí-- mrnemied by
the tire Jeíifcr. Underinflallon
is keeping thousands of tire- fcaiiili-rs-i
work in? overtime.
iK'üt overinSate. If you lihe
the svbüCoe of solid tires, bny
c

í

8 a vrp.L.
Ia n't i;T:ore small cuts.
jj fiuii !n tine .aves dollars.
ÍÍ

r:ü'i

I'Ct

:írs

A

smaller than

hy lite manufac-nzrtrT tvr a ccr of the weight of
r:iiL-'Ií-'.-

;:.f
T

i

8

!

est

twn. It isn't

;--

frr

y. ZT

ÍÍ

íj a

econo- -

-

Ix-a'- t

8

to remove and re- tubes every

taw

i&ORtli.
Thy appreciate
cüíée.- - tii'l will pay for it.

huy a nameless tube or
Tie rotnuiacturer who
If aira'j to put his name on his
. is
ashamed of the
j

lj Ci?:r.?.
X

;

SOME RUBBER DON'TS

g

e

!

ROY HARNESS SHOP

j

TO CLEAN

EfiGIXE CYLINDERS

ce

;

DOROTHY PHILLIPS
IN

p

u.-i-

i

!

Once to every
Women

Important to Have Piston in Uppermost Position cf Its Sweep to
Protect Surface.

RELIOIONJURES
prescribed as a cure for
Ills
most of the world's present-da- y
by leaders in every walk of American
life.
cabinet
candidates.
Presidential
members, senators, congressmen, labor
leaders, university presidents, governors, mayors and prominent business
men all a?ree that in order to bring
a return of right living and sound
thinUng and to check the dangeious
social and economic tendencies of the
times, we must have a revival of the
spirit of Christianity, or, as some express it, a spiritual revival.
Attention was first called to the
idea that anything as
as religion might be the solution of a
as Bolshevism
problem as
by some London correspondence In thu
financial columns of a Xew lorie
newspaper. The correspondent debusiness
clared that
raen" In England were looking either
to strong governmental suppression oi
to a "genuine revival of religion" at
the best hope of checking the
spirit of the times.
Religion

S. E.

PAXT0N GR0C. CO

Take your
MEASURE

d

For made to order clothes
The

"hard-heade-

H. M. MARKS & CO.

Tailos

UNDER1-JFLATI0-

Chief Reason Why Mary Tire Do Not
Give Maximum Müeaje Regulate

Will be shown at the

UcderinCation
is the chief reason
why many tires fail to give maximum
mileage. To determine quickly what
sir pressure to carry on tires: For
three-inc- h
tires tíívide the weight of
tires, by 48,
"oad by 32; for four-inc- h
by 64. Tire mileage
and for
will be increased greatly if the motorist regulates air pressure properly.

thrills

Proper Pressure.

five-inc- h,

.Roy

nrv

leatre

Next Friday and Saturday
nights Jan. 21and 22

d

st

ANT

A Picture with a lot of

8

j

It hc.s long been customary loclonti
rasoür.e engine cylinders with lonjf-- i
cuttln;
handled scrap!,1K tools t!:
In
ed?es of which are hardened.
craping a cylinder in tills iimnner, It
is important to have the piston In the
uppermost position cf its sweep,
since otherwise the scraping tool is
likely to s!ip into the bore of the cylinder and injure the smooth surface
of the cylinder wall. American

AVOID

H

You must not miss it.
Prices 28 and 55 cents

.

munities.

Make our office your meeting place when hrmscicKiitj
business with your friends.

year-roun-

the-S,-A-

for some time but as our
ectinitianity is getting real'peppy''
we fe1 that we can furnish a3
much news as our neighbor com-

AT YOUR SERVICE

Wc arc here to serve you
and wish our bank to be useful to you in every way

in

Dont start a race wiui a friend on
a public highway.
Ball bearings must not be adjusted
so that they are too tight or crumped.

Ordinary garden hose makes an admirable protector for Ignition cables.
In case of a blowout, examine the
tube you are going to use very cjre-fullThe pleasure of driving Is grejtly
enhanced if the cooling system of the
car la in good condition.

Bias Sanchez,
of Wagoiv
Hound, and family arrived with
iheir household goods Friday
evening and have moved into the.
county jail where he will preside
as jailor for the coming two
years or more. His daughter
Lhas accepted the appointment as
deputy assessor. As there are
no inmates in the jail and not

County Seat
News
-

INCOME TAX IN x
A NUTSHELL
S.T.gie
Who?
had net incc:.. oí

for the

yea.-

-

LvOO

who
or more

iJlO ; married

NOTICE OF CONTEST
HIGH PERCENTAGE DEATH
Department of the Interior
WITHOUT MEDICAL
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,

ATTENDANCE

Jan. 4, 1921.
To Elias Torres, of Trementina, N.
M., Contestee:
You are hereby notified that EIIes
Sena, who giveí Sabinosos, N. M., as
e
hi3
address, did, on Nov.
29, 1920, fils in.this office his duly
corroborated application to contest

From an analyst

1

POLAND HOW RIVALS
PLIGHT OF BELGIUM

recently .

made by the State Department of
Health of death reports filpd
from over the State, it was found Children Chief Sufferers In Land
that 10 per cent of the deaths acStripped of Necessities,
tually reported occurred without
medical attendance. This did not
Says Relief Worker,
include sudden
deaths and
deaths from accidents.
Poland Is In the destitute state for
Most of the deaths in cases want of fond and
clothing among the
where physicians have been call- poor that Llglii:a would have been
ed, are being reported, the . de- during the wm, li;:d there been no com- partment believes, but it is es- mission fur relief In that country, acd
timated that over
of cording to Dr. Vernon Kellogg, Amerithose actually occurring, espec- can liellef Administration official, who
ially in the remote rural sections; recently returned from Warsaw.
rr. Kellojsg wns a member of Mr.
are not being registered. Sicca Hoover's
In Belgium, und at the
it is quite probable that the ma- conclusion sttilT
of hostllties, entered Pojority of those are cases not seen land as the Hoover emissary In charge
by physicians, the department of food relief. He first entered Poland
believes that an estimate of be- In 1015, a few months after the Gertween 35 and 40 per cent of all man occupation. Ills report of starvadeaths occurring within the tion, disease and suffering that exist-

couples who had net income of
$2,000.
When ? March 15, 1921, is the
and secure the cancellation of your
final date for filing returns and lomestecdTntries
Serial Nos. 020117
likely to be many, E!a3
making first payments.
and 029201 made
and
time to help where needtid.
E
NV4, and W
Where? Collector of Internal 18, for N
Things are going on just as Revenue for district in which the IXEVi Section 35. Township 17 N.
(Irvin gden Sr Correspondent)
Range 24 E., N. M. P. Meridian, and
usual in the county clerk's eihce. person resides.
as
fcr h:s contest ha alleges
"
undisputed
Pacheco
is
Louie
the
How? Full directions on Farm th.it
Things, are starting' off pleasx The entryman,- has wholly
antly with the new administra- boss and there are two recording 1040A and Form HMO; also the Abandoned above tract, has failed to
live upon or cultiváis either his orig- tion in the court house at ilera. typewriters, one or tw. abstrae - law and regulations.
adtiiticnfJ entry; t.iat those
c
two
ma
.other
three
hingand
?
cent
What Four per
normal ;
All the .offices save those of .Asticéis tx.st rev ar.d for the last
sessor :and Treasurer are run- chines clicking: steadily all day tax. on taxable income up to
fear
end Tip to dat hereof,
in excess of exemption. lhxt at thj i'::r. of submitting proof
ning smoothly. Treasurer "Don and every day.
The Mora Picture .Show, un- Eight per cent normal tax on er.iryman had failed to comply with
Casados and his deputy, Mr.
Meiklejob.ti, are possessing them- der the management of Lm? Pa- balance of taxable income. Sur- the law undtr which he is seeking
selves with what patience ithey checo and Levi Madrid, is put- tax from 1 per cent to 65 per
You are, therefore, further notican until the tax roll is turned ting in an efoctric light to sup- cent on net incomes over $5,000. fied that the said allegations will be
light
their
A lot of boys still in hospitals taken as confessed, and your said en. over to them from the Assessor's plant
office, when business will pick up for the projecting machine. They would be glad to pay a 1920 in- try will be cancelled without further
right to "be "heard, either before this
for :them in a hurry. In the are dreaming about a larger au- come tax. How about yours?
office or on appeal, you
to
patRemember how you cheered in this offite within iftwentyfaildays file
State at the present time are ed tt that time Is oneIn of the most
meantime they are making it a ditorium that will seat their
afharrowing documents
the records
Roy
and
in
rons
.their
comfort
?
on
Armistsice Day Paying your ter the FOURTH publication of this among persons unattended by of
point ta:answer every inqury reAmerican relief work overseas.
garding taxes which come by the friends will be welcomed and en- income tax Í3 evidence of real notice, as shown below, your answer, physicians. This has been esDr. Kellogg made the following
under oath, specifically responding to pecially
hundreds from property JDmers? tertained when they come to the patriotism.
noticeable in the moun- statement regarding the work after the-- '
allegations
these
of
contest,
together
Taking your hat off when the
do not want to "be penalised County .Seat.
due proof that you have served tainous counties in the northern armistice:
We hear very little, opposition band plays the national enthem with
"With Warsaw as our headquarters,
a copy f your answer on the said central part of the State. The
when they 'canfor
to the talk of a .new county. The doesn't get you anything with contestant either in person or ky re- reporting for the past year has we began operations In Poland In Jannot pay:promptly.
opinion seems. to be that Uncle Sam unless yoai pay your gistered mail.
been gradually becoming more uary, 1919, and within a few weeks
It is reasonably certain that general
You should state in your nswer
"will be plenty left if the income tax.
there was established a steady Importhere
the tax roll cannot ixe completed legislature .does .create the new
the name of the post office to which complete, so that more exact fig- tation of food Into that country. Tons
The
- vic"peace
words
and
will
be
ures
you
available
later.
desire future notices to he sent
before Feb. 1st and tax notices one, and we can take care of our
and tons of It came from overseas
'.
tory'" will have a holier meaning to you.
In discussing the situation, through the Port of Dunzlg.
will then be sent out and penalty
friends east of the river all right when you have paid.your income
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Dr. C. E. Waller, Commissioner
"It was Impossible to do oil that
deferred to correspond.
Eregister.
they .don't.
tax.
of
Health, stated that this condi- the administration wanted to do, beThe blame for this condition if
Date
publication
f
first
15th.
Jan.
It is s. revelation to drive up
vary (dollar of your income Date of second publication, Jan. 22nd. tion, which is a serious one, ap- cause the need ot Poland was too great,
will be
if possible, and down these valleys and note í E gees
tax
into the common till for Date of third publication," Jan. 29th. pears to be due to two causes: but It was agreed that enough food
and it is, to be hoped this'iwork the wonders of mature which are
tne common good. Pay it today. Date of fourth publication, Feb. 5th. failure to recognize the grave should be sent to Poland to care for
belonging to the last asssor displayed.
the four million people until the great
The "broad mesas have
It's a shallow brand of patriotnature of illness in time to call a agricultural
will not be laid at the doorovf the
OF PENDENCY OF SUIT.
NOTICE
and
are
charms
for
better
their
ism
brightly
as
that 'doesn't burn
physician, and inability on the vide for them.districts could aguln propresent one. Whether ihejMora wheat fields of
New
of
State
Mexico,
County
of
hundreds of acres in time of peace as in time of
part of many to stand the exMora, In the District Court.
office or the State Tax Commis"But in addition to these four mil- but the valleyswith their irriga- stress. Have you paid your in- Patricio
pense incident to the obtaining lion people who so presslngly needed
Cashmore, )
sion is to be blamed remains to tion,
their intensive farming op- come tax?
)
Plainttiff
wf medical attention. The elim- relief, there was another call for relief
be seen, Xertain it 3s, however, erations
vs.
) JIo. 2773.
advantages
have
their
Bill
Tiohenzollern
is
saying
ination of the first mentioned from a source that could not be re:
that :the School Teachers of also. We were told by "Billy" nothing
'Cashmore, de- - )
and sawing wood. But Anastasia
cause, itwas pointed out, calls listed: the children of the land. Many
Tendan!
)
Mora couniy are being kept out Weigand, at Wagon
Mound, that he'd be yelling his head off at the "The said defendant, Anastasia for an intensive educational Of these were orphans, hungry, emaof their wages untO March or
wind never blewere. We're size of your 1920 income tax if Cashmore, is hereby notified that a campaign, the sooner instituted ciated, destitute and diseased. So the
longer, bylhe willful negligence, the
not calling "Billy anything but; he were.doing the collecting.
suit for divorce has been commonced. the better. "This one item alone American Relief Administration added
crnvorse,' of officers electedand the wind (dats.iblawjhere some- -'
to Its work by Instituting a system of
against you in the District Court,
enReceipt
income
for an
tax
paid to attend to the comity's times and the .cold settles down:
Fourth Judicial DistrictState of New. is enough to thoroughly awaken feeding these children. In a few
titles a man to talk about
sitting
and for the' every citizen of the State to the months a million and a quarter Polish
business.
d
range in; part in the war?" The cost in County of Mora,within
from the
by said Patricio importance of the work which children were getting a free meal evCashmore, plaintiff therein, wherein must be done by
Democratic County Chairman a way to make these wood fires: éollars is yet to' be met.
the State and ery day of special food prepared to
Alfonso Lucero called a, Jittle mighty comfortable' to stay next
If the war had mot been won in pluintiff prays that he be err- - an local health authorities, and to counteract the effects of their previous
group of officers .and iheir to.
1918, what would have been your on
grounds of abanf'ra.r ?i' and 'the need for proper provision for undernourishment."
To flnsh the ,)ib elgh' irivsit tirjai lEulic Strotrg rame home from: income tax for 1920? Pay it; for the
írieríds together Monday evensuch other relief as ro ib". Ccjtt carrying it out."
igations have uulter' i.ilt-tie name
may seem meet and proper; the. u
ing and insisted in rendering, an Santa Fe Friday fori the week- with thankfulness.
"The remedy
for thp SlcIorK' of the European T'.ciifi Council in rnis
.
you
;
less
enter
be
not
family.
to
or
cause
is
He
end
with
his
t:i
account of his stewardship .charRemember the war cost bilcause lies m the Provision O I
the funds
to une for the
ting the campaign. Every ceritoof soured "by the? republican revers- lions. Your income tax for 1920; your pppearance in the above cause ter facilities
food need und the medical needs of
on (r 'before the 25th diy of Febru-- 1
taking
for
re
re
of
county
suave'
es
and
is
Mora
in
helps to (defray ;part cf it.
funds coming into his hands-warry. 1021.
bv di fault and a the sick among 1opo xho "'C tho n..":i:MK)(i .lilldrcti of Fasturn find
accounted for. and after thfijfirst ana plcasair: activer.
Not all oí us can be heroes,
fYnlrnl Kunipt).
Thesi' nru.'tnlzullons
confio therein will be unable to pay. It ;rczzz f-j
you.
Work on the .new highway to but all of us can'be patriots. Pay...
are the American Relief. Administrasuccessful campaign try tihe
I"cl;L
ana
ui:
ui
city
Plain';?';' attorney k luis E. A tion, the American Bed Cross, the
Democrats in 25 years, he hasl.a Las Vegas is progressing and we ment of your income tax helps to mijo,
r.dc!re:s, Xas Vegas, county physicians, with suffi- American Friends Service Committee
balance left in the treasury .of hope soon to travel it m safety make you one.
New 7I;xico.
cient compensation
to enable (Quakers), the
Joint, Distribuand comfort once more. Those
$sT7 wékich is iheld to meat (exBe thankful you are paying an
Dated. Mera, New T.Iexico, Janu- them to devote the tino neces- tion Committee, Jewish
the Federal Council of
penses of the (organization .dur- mighty explosions of "T. N. T. income tax to Uncle Sam and not ary 4, TWO.
sary for the care of the indigent the Churches of Christ In Aiilei ii a, the
COSME P. GARCIA.,
ing thecoming year. A showing have been smashing the rock an indemnity to Willian; Hohn-zoiler- "('SEAL)
sick, and, when the revenues will Knights of Columbus, the V. 11. C. A.
'
Court.
Clerly
District
'
have destroyed
we challenge ainy other political along the
'
permit
it, the establishment of ?. tml the Y. W. O. A
many an ancient "landmark, but,
organization in. the state to
TN THE JUSTICE OF TKS PEACE county hospital
in
every
court;-iwhen it is finished and freight
COURT
A COMMUNICATION
the State.
GRAY SAMARITANS-RESCUINis being hauled rto.and from VePrecWt No. 22, Morn Co., N. Trl..
fcv
tKia
Mora
we
HowSo
like
F. M. Foster. J. P. Thereof.' '
gas in
CHILDREN
trucks and trailers
and Schultz,
The town was full rc fanner?
STATE W NEW MEXICO, )
.well, it .a lot ímer tnan at i0 to 15 mifcs an hour," Mora Jchrson
. time
last Tuesday who wtr? attend)ss.
The Young Women's Christian
we naa.even oaneü to nope. we Vnll be just as well off as if she'! Errors,
Roy. "New 'Mexico.
i
County of Hora
)
11
ing the Mesa
anv a
of the United States are keenly
oía TTT
are sun. stopping at me
were on a raiteaid.
J. K. Livingstone,
Dear Friends-nual meeting.
Interested In the movement for the reton Hotel, with "Monte" Butler
)
Plaintiff,'
drive down the new road
Well, fellows, 1 am not going
lief of the 3,500,000 starving children
vs.
(Attachment
and his estimable .wife, but TOalcng the Mora river to La
e
get
of Europe because a group of their
enjoyment
to
out
so
much
of
ALBUQUERQUE
TO
)
HAVE
DeDavid
F.
Owen,
soon to be living m a home; va Sunday was a revelation. Tt
members, the Polish Gray Samaritans,
writing you this letter as I did fendant.
)
MILK
of our own in Mora. Friendly
one 0f the scenic wonders of the first one and the fact that I
have been in charge of distributing food
Notice of Pendencv of Aclion
PLANT
reception is ours everywhere the state and nothing else on the
to children In Poland. They have been
F. Owen, Kephart, Union
su:h á hurry to write the To David
Co., New Mexico.
serving under the American Relief adand e are joining in the enthus- - Las Vegas road campares with was in
Dairymen in the viciniiy of ministration
first one makes it necessary that YOU are "hereby notified that you
and have conducted food
iasm of "JSugemd" and many
I write this one. rirst, I want have been suerl by the above named Albuquerque met Thursday, Jan- kitchens and distributing
stations in
others who were bern here that ""speaking of freighting, the
me the Plaintiff, in the above named Court, uary 6, and effected an organiza- all parts of Poland outside Warsaw.
this is the garden spot of the Preightcrs Union, which inclad-stat- e o thankn you for sendingI did
get that your credits amounting to One tion to establish a
for
In all the relief work being done In
he says the world bat ,.. cf(Rlcthing like 00 men in
Hundred Ninety-nin- e
Dollars in the milk plant so
copies
two
and
really
the
last
bet- Europe, that of the Polish Grays has
it
they
that
can
"hands
atJas.
H.
of
have
Ruth,
been
too
strong.
that's
j t?w3 valleys who haul freight to
was nice to hear of N. M. again. tached, that unless you appear and ter and more economically been unique because all the girls,
Mrs. Ogcfc-- is ruixrmg true ioi rrvil from Las Vegas, has been,
Well, fellows, Til tell you answer before the above named Court handle the milk trade of that though sent from America, were either
born In Poland or are of Polish parenform. She is right in her ele-- i twined by Tito Mdendez and, about the well. We did have the on or More the 19th day of Febru- city.
tage. When the need for social serv.
from nicest well in the field. We ran ary. A. D. 1921, at the hour of 10 o'ment with the school enthusiasts otfwrs of the
The
is
associat'on
capitalized Ice In their country became
clock m the forenoon, judgment by
acute
not
freighters
urging
j
to
office,
and
who daily ilock
her
the first tank of a hundred thir default will be rendered against you. at $20,000 which amount is con many girls of Polish descent answered
to haul for less than 50c per hun
we are vindicated in our
twenty-eigbarrels in
Done under my hand and seal this sidered necessary to pror.erly! the call of the Young Women's Chrisstatement that you can't dred. The case was heard by hours and that s all I knew about 11th day of Januarv, A. D. 1921.
equip tne plant with a pasteur- tian Association for overseas service
FRANK L. SCHULTZ,
by mar Judge Leahy, at Vegas, last week it when I came home, as I left
reform .a ech.ooj-ma'aizer and other machinery and and enlisted In the preliminary trainConstable.
equipment
rying her. Thursday, after get and ;a temporary injunction it shortly afterward. Tíow wThen
for handling the busi- ing course that was given In several
Pet. No. 22, Mora Co., N. M.
cities of the United States. From this
ting the office to running smooth granted. As the plaintiffs in I got back it had fallen to ten
ness.
;ly and most pleasantly with her this suit are mostly republican barrels. Well, a few ten barrel
The dairymen are honeful that group thirty girls were chosen and sent
to Poland where, since 1918, they have
deputy, Levi Madrid, in charge politicians, you may figure for wells wouldn't be a bad thing,
The Union County tax cards this step will place the dairy in been caring
the children of the
an her absence, she accompanied youen tñe ctiect tnis action but the worst part of it was it were received last Saturday dustry in a position where it can country. The fordistribution
of clothing
next
election.
the
will
on
have
County Supervisor Max Rivera
had begun to make so much wa Practically every farmer of the sáfely expand and secure for the has taken them Into all parts of
Judge Leahy and some friends ter that I knew it would only be western part of the County dis- consumer higher grades of milk Poland.
tto.Ocate to investigate some mat
ters pertaining to the schools came down from the mountains a matter of a little time until the covered that his taxes had near and milk products than could
there and returned much gmi Friday evening! where they had water would drown out the oil, ly doubled during the past year. otherwise be had. The associafied that misunderstandings had been hunting bear. We did not you see there were so marry intion embraces practically all of
been celared up and the schools see the bear.
experienced drillers in here who
the dairymen in Bernalillo counOur Commercialized Christmas,
left running smoothly. The ele- -. Tom McGrath has closed his did not understand shutting off the ruination of all the little ty at this time.
Christmas Is the decoration day of
age. Then, as on no
a commer-ament of politics seems to be the deal for the farm adjoining the water that they let in so much fellows and it sure put things ad
other day, we face with compassion ;
most disturbing factor in all court house on the west and will that it's going to ruin the field verse for the time being. I had
THE
FARM
INVENTORY
those who have fallen In our battles
trouble reports and it will be ac- soon be living in one of the few entirely. Another thing that a couple of good drilling conwealth. For a moment we think
complishing much when it is modern houses in the County made it bad on us was the fact tracts in view, but I loiow 1
Most business concerns take for
of the thousands of
who have
get them now.
Seat.
driven out of the schools.
an inventory at least once each no &hnre In that easychildren
that the people "on adjoining won't
life we give our
I don't know what I'll do vet : year and many
Some things are being discov- lease brought in two nice little
farmers are be- children, and must find the season's
The schools at Cleveland, in ered in the offices here that will wells
satisfied with I may come back there and I may ginning to adopt this practice. A Joy In the charity dinner. Along with
wasn't
but
Branch,
Rosalie
charge of Miss
make interesting reading if we the ordinary well, so went too go to Old Mexico as I have a few hours spent in taking an in- f a ha
rl nV r bajI
n i ti
vis uhi i nil
u ma
vvi ti
lito ttau ucuaocu
uuiin
a former Hoy girl, and Miss Cas get them lined up and published deep
wa- friend down there that wants ventory at this time of the year otr giving within our circle of acinto
drilled
and
it
salt
ados of Cleveland, were yisited. There are some inequalities in ter. They then tried to pump it, me to come down bad. He says
will give information that can- quaintances, we play at extending the
Friday, the conditions are toeing assessment and also in valuation their pumps broke down for sev- good land is selling down there not
be secured in any other way. spirit of the day to those who are
made the most of by teachers by the State Tax Commission eral days and when they started for from thirty cents to one dol
pawns of our Industrial game. The
keeps no'other farm ac the
one
If
Salvation army lass, standing cold and
and pupils. It is plainly difficult that arc appalling, even to one up they didn't get anything butj lar per acre. He also has a
n
counts, an inventory will
to teach in English when all the who is familiar with political water because the water had
there for a' big mining show where a man standsatatleast numb on the street corner, collecting,
the funds for Christmas baskets for the
with
familiar
more
children are
knavery.
driven the oil back. This happen company, Lnglish and American close of each year.
poor, reminds us of the wreckage left
capital.
the Spanish language, but they
The election for Justice of the ed three hundred feet from our
In the wake of our prosperity.
We
taking
inventory
In
an
it
is
all
progress
good
for
'
are making
Well, how is everything in well to
Peace is on today and is arous- wells so you can imagine the efgive a trifle to help the poor temper
make
definite
classifica
Roy?
I
that.
understand that coun- tions, such as land, livestock. the bitterness of the year with
ing as much enthusiasm as a na fect it would have on ours. 1
It will be Mrs. Ogden's policy tional election. Cars are running took it up with the Commission try is hit pretty hard. Well, all farm machinery, feed and sup- couple of hours' good eating.
to visit the schools in the west! getting out the vote and all are who represent
the State laws of I can say is this, that you are not plies, cash, bills receivable and
end personally and get fully
"oting. The candidates are: Texas, but I found it would take the only ones and that I actually bills payable 'and then go thru
with the situation
Democrats, Teodocio Martinez, too much time and that by the believe that that part of the
class rarefullv and list all
before visiting the est ec.' J. P. and Audres Martinez, Con- time I got action it would be too country is better off than the f'ach
A PESSIMIST
items
contained. Two columns
already
fanil
is
where she
stable.
so we sold for what little we most of them, and that it will get should be made after the itemslate
Duck; I'll bet
with conditions. There is t.
over it as quick if not quicker.
candidates could get and let her ride.
The Republican
I get
so
raincoat,
value
bethat
the
at
both
the
for
done
be
much whichA must
I wish all and every one of
said to be, Antonio Gutieror
ruba
pair
are
been
wondering
have
when
I
ginning
and
end
of
the
year
can bers, or ofsome,
the schools and such a unani- rez, J. P. and Pedro Mascarenas, these hard times were going to von a happy and prosperous be listed.
This will prevent any thing like that
mous demand for centralization Constable. The republicans are
the oil industry in reality and New Year, begging to remain items from being overlooked anj fer
Christmas.
and grading the rural schools not manifesting as much interest believe me it hit last week when as ever
it will also make it easier to
that the outlook for a busy year in the election as are the
Yours
trulv.
the refineries refused to take
carefully analyze the year's
,
is large, indeed.
JAMES S. CHRISTMAS.
:nly half the oil. This means
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What do you
of those
v' i think
smart little
8
"MAXWELLS"
&!!

1

i
4

Born to Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Lammon, a fine baby boy on
SPECIAL-WEDNESDA-

1

on

Ask the man who owns one.
Free booklet on request.

'

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Mosquero, N. M.
&
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Thomas A. Whelan
Eugene Palmer

Lawyers

Lister Robertson and Remigio
Lopez are riew subscribers to
the S.A. this week.

HAVE a Baker who can and does bake ' all
XE
' kinds of Bread, Pies, Cakes and Pastries.

Rev. Ament formerly a minister of this place and old time
homesteader is visiting friends
in and near Roy this week.

Edgar Floersheim R.L.C. on
Route one is on the sick list thi3
week, and unable to be at work

ON

PATRONIZE HOME INDUSTRY-INSI-ST
BREAD MADE IN ROY

ÍI3ÍM10(!

Whelan & Palmer,

CREAM PUFFS

Come in and see, we bake daily, and if we are not
baking what you want, we will bake it. We solicit
your orders for Pastries and we make a specialty of
baking Cakes for Parties. Weddings, etc.

mm

GOODYEAR TIRES
FORD PARTS
FREE BATTERY SERVICE

FISK

AND SATURDAYS

YS

Bread-Pies-Cakes-Pa- stries

Pioneer Garage
3

Jan. 9th; Dr Plumlee reports
all concerned doing nicely.

on

Santiago Maestos is á
of the Spanish Amerian
this week. Santiago has just received notice that he will receive a nice pension from the
Goverment.

er

new-read-

IDEAL BAKERY AND
CONFECTIONERY

Clayton, New.Mex
Practice in State

ar.d Fedand

5BÜ3Í!?

eral Courts
U, S. Land Office

Plenty of it at a reasonable rate of interest on good Real Estate in eastern

and
Machine Work,

J.

Mickey Floersheim
Jr. who
has been quite sick the past few
weeks is reported improving
nicely.

MONEY TO LOAN

General Blacksmith
AT THE OLD STAND,
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

Mora and southern Colfax County.'
'

Anderson Garage & Mach. Wks.

D. Wade,

the route.

See me at the Mills Drug Store.

Mrs. Boxeen Tells Hoiv Rats Almost Burned Her House Doivn
"For two months I never went
in our cellar, fearing a rat. One
night in bed I smelled fire. Sure
enough the rat had been nibbling

at the matches. If I hadn't acted promptly my house would
have been burned.
Later we
found the dead rat.
P
killed it. It's great stuff." Three
RAT-SNA-

Dr. O. B. Moon,

Prop'r

Mills, N. M.

.

sizes, 35c, 65c, $1.25.

Sold and

guaranteed by Fairview Pharmacy and Roy Trading Co.
ÍW0MAN

WORKER IS HONORED

In accordance with the free-reipolicy of the American Legion In regard
to the women's auxiliary ,'Miss Pauline
Curnlck of Indianapolis has 'been appointed executive secretary In charge
of the women's organization by national hindquarters of the Legion at
Indlanupolls.
Miss Curnlck, who Is the daughter of
Rev. !. C. Curnlck, field secretary of
the Northwestern conference, Methodist Episcopal hospitals, was a leader
In numerous welfare activities for the
benefit of sick and disabled soldlerb,
sailors and marines during the war,
and later served as personnel and employment director for a targe eastern

The Roy Drug Store

n

industrial establishment.
The women's auxiliary
of nbout

."0,000 mothers,

Is composed

wives,

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

A complete line of:

The Ford One Ton Truck is serving business
just as faithfully and economically as does the
Ford Touring Car serve all the people faithfully
and economically. The Ford Truck is a necessity to the grocer both in delivering goods and
in bringing goods from the stations, docks and
from the country. It is r.n idc.il motor car
because there isn't a want cf the farmer or
business man that it doesn't supply i:i the way
of quick transportation 'at a minimum expense.
Come in, examine the Truck, and let us talk
over the subject.

Drugs, Patent and Proprietory Medicenes
Perfumes, Toilet Articles and Stationary
Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigars
and Tobaccos, Okeh Records, Kodaks and
,
Eastman Supplies.

An

te

Soda Fountain

sis- -

All

the Popular Drinks and Ices.

li

Hot Drinks in season.

News Stand iAll the latest Magazines

í

Dumb Animals Remembered.
The noblest observances of Christmas are Its charities. In all ages and
among all peoples the poor have always been bountifully remembered on
that day, and in many parts of England and Scotland even the lower animals ore given an extra feeding that
they, too, may have cause for rejoicing when all mankind are glad. Many
readers will remember Burns' address
of the auld farmer to his mare when
presenting her with an extra feed of
corn on New Year's day. "A guld New
Vear I wish thee, Maggie. Hae, there's
rlpp to thy auld baggie."

Fairview Pharmacy

iMist Pauline Curnlck of Indianapolis
I
Selected Executive Secretary of
Woman's Auxiliary.

I.C.DODDS
Undertaker
and
Embalmer
ROY, NEW MEXICO
Office in Foster Block

BECK MOTOR CO.

!

and daily papers

t

Col. R. J.

Dunlop,
AUCTIONEER

Established 1908

LIVE STOCK AND
FARM SALES A

Dr. M D. Gibbs, Proprietor

A

rS-"-

J

5

SPECIALTY

For Dates call At The
Spanish-America-

Can furnish Clerk

I will sell my entire ranch con"
sisting of 2200 acres at $15 per
Take out a De Laval Cream
acre or will sell any part of
Separator and try it free for two my
farming land at $20 per acre
weeks.Easy terms J.E.Busey Co.

one half cash and terms to suit-thpurchaser on the balance
FOtt SALE
write
or see F.N. Co Icinn.
400 acres near Mosquero. Will
sell for $25.00 per acre if taken
Make your Ford start easy on
unce. 130 acres in wheat and
Legionnaires
daughters
of
at
and
ters
cold
mornings;let Bagwell rechorand men who died in the service
all goes at this price.
arge the magneto;very little exganized In approximately 1,500 units
See the
if interested.
all over the country.
pense .I.E.Busey Co.
For Sale or Trade One Smith.

Mr. FARMER & STOCKMAN
I am prepared to auctioneer

YOUR SALES

S.--

d
with
FOR
SALE A Chevrolet
Good
cab
and touring
transmission.
LOST Between Roy and D.
just overhauled and
car,
IvI. Martinez' ranch, one white body. Will take used Ford in in perfect condition. Will sell at
sack containing one pair of shoes on "trade. Call II. !'. Brown, a bargain for cash, or on terms.
one mackinaw, one pair of French, "N. M.
Edgar J. Floersheim.
gloves. Finder return to D.
M. Martinez and receive reward.
four-spee-

lc

PfcEYYN

S?FFN TUS

S

Make dates

Wecm Newspaper Union'

Ot5

Í 'i!f

AW) NOO PUT

A

THE AUCTIONEE-

Mills,

By Cfcarles Sughroe

MICKIE, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL

:fe

MARTIN WHITE
--

l

AVÍO

at the

n

RAT-SNA-

P.

FOR SALE A complete paint
outfit,
consisting of paints,
brushes, easel and in fact everything needed to become a first
class painter. See E. B. Branch.

R-

New Mexico.
Spánish-Americr.-

Rat Breeds 6 to 10 Times a
Year, Averaging Ten Young
to a Litter.
Remember this, act as soon as
you see the first rat. Get a pkg.
of
It's a sure rat
and mice destroyer. It's convenient, comes in cake form, no
mixing. ' Mummifies rat after
killing leaves no smell. Cats
or dogs won't touch it.' Three
sizes. 35c, G5c, $1.25. Sold and
guaranteed by Fairview Pharmacy and Roy Trading Co.

A

Attention!

MISS PAULINE CURNICK,
Newly Named Executive Secretary In
Charge of Affairs of the Women's
Organization,

Form-a-Truc-

office

n

office.

Some Fellers Buy an Ant Hill and Expect

Afiaft J A
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News

From All Over

New Mexico
and Arizona

in One Day
Take

Grove'a

(Western

Laxativo

Bromo r
tablets
Be sure its Bromo

8

in.

Nempiper Union Newi Senlct. )

The Albuquerque Automobile Dealers' Association has set the date for
the 1921 auto show for Feb. 17, 18 and
19. C. M. Barber will have charge of
the show, which will be the most elaborate ever held in that city.
J, A. Matthews, a farmer living in
the vicinity of Ranchvale, N. M., was
seriously Injured when, the team he
was driving ran away, throwing him
under the wagon, breaking one leg and
Injuring him internally.
The contract for the new road between Silver City and Santa Rita, N.
M., has been let to Dan Laroe of
Tex., the cost to be $214,090,
which is far below the estimate of the
highway engineers.
The Wagon Mound Farmers' Exchange has Just shipped a car of the
new turkey red wheat which Is now
being grown in that vicinity. This is
the first shipment made of that variety.
The New Mexico Highway Commission has let the contract for eighteen
miles. of road between Willard and
Mountainair, the cost to be slightly
over $1,100 per mite. Work will be
started at once.
'
Assessed valuation ofv property in
Arizona has Increased more than 900
per cent in nine years, reaching a total
for 1020 of $886,000,000, according to
the biennial report of the State Tax
Commission, submitted to the governor.
The foresters of New Mexico and
Arizona fought 426 fires during the
season just passed, according to a report by District Forester Pooler of Albuquerque. Out of this number only
one caused damage of more than
which is a splendid record.
The next annual convention of the
T. M. C. A. of Arizona, New Mexico
and West Texas will be held at Doug-InAriz., Jan. 14, 15 and 16. The event
will open 'with a banquet when Carl C.
McGee of the Morning Journal of Albuquerque will be the principal speaker.
Constable W. A. O'Neill of Gila

"73

30c.

WATCH
THE BIG 4
Stomach'KIdneya-Heart'ZJyr-

er

Keep the vital organs health by
regularly taking the world's standard remedy for kidney, liver,

bladder and uric acid troubles

COLD MEDAL
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Think what that means to von m
Rood hard dollars with the areat de
mand for wheat at hisrh nrieea. Manv
farmers In Western Canada have naid for their land
from a eiñtle crop. The same success may stilt be
yours, for you can buy on easy terms.

Farm Und at $ 1 5 !o $30 en sra
located near thriving towns, aood market, railways land of a
t l Vkind
acre.
which erowa 16 to
of
to
4S nuahala

wheat

tho

Good (.razing lands at low pnces convenient to your (rain turn en- able you to reap the profits from stock raJaing and dairying

Learn f ha Fasts About Western

-- How taxation (none on improvements), healthful climate, good

school, churches, pleasant social relationship, a prosperous and
industrious people.

ion

jor

Pal-istin- e,

The genuine bean this signature

"

For lllu.tr.wd (iterator, bum. daeerlsnea f fan eppcrtsnitiei (a
Manitoba, Saakatehewea and Alberta, reduced raurued raws, etc, writ
Department at lawiigrattoa, Ottawa, Canada, or

W. Y. BENNETT, Room 4, Bee Buildinj, CItAHA, NEB.
'

a

Canadian Government Asent.

A man may forget to wind his
.
Safety First.
Corporal Sweeney had been detailed watch, but the flight of time goes on
'
to take his squad of engineers to mop Just the same.
jn . y.
up after a company of infantry. Arrived at the cellar of an abandoned
chateau he was Instructed by his lieutenant to go inside, leaving the remainder of the squad gathered about
Great House Mystery.
Condition to Be Dreaded.
"Well, I succeeded in leasing a the door to get the fugitives.
There are worse things than losing
"Yes, sir," answered Sweeney obedimoney ; you can get it back again ; but house."
when you go bankrupt on peace and
"What on- earth is the matter with ently. Then, turning to his men, he
added the caution :
contentment, you are of all men the It?"
"But if more than one man comes
something
"Dunno,
be
must
miserable.
most
but it
terrible. The landlord voluntarily of- out of the cellar, for the Lord's sake,
6 Bell-an- s
Opportunity is like a woman; she fered to paper it throughout." Louis- don't shoot the first one." The AmerHot wafer
ican Legion Weekly.
favors those who seek her out and ville Couiier-JournnSure Relief
make the most of her.
If a man Could only see himself as
Who Is the busiest man? We'll say,
LL-A- NS
All family Jars are not manufac- from all appearances, a watchmaker his neighbors see him, he could easily
finish.
see
pottery.
his
one
idle?
see
Ever
Is.
tured in a
FOR INDIGESTION

The Genesee

Pure Food Company,

Le Koy,

Sur

Relief

-
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$1,-00-

th

National Remedy of Holland fot
centurias and endorsed by Queen WUhaU
nina. At alt druggists, three sixes.
Cold Medal oa arery Us
Uk far th.aa4bub
accept ao Imiutioe)

WANTED, Men to Sell
Government Harness, Saddles, Blanket!
to farmers. Anyone with a car and $100
can make big money. Write today. Only
a limited amount
A. H. LANGMANN
Denver, Colo,
Union Stock Yards

What's

In a Name?

Indians, having apparently run out of such names as
Laughing Water and Sitting Bull,
have now turned to the field of popular songs for Inspiration, and we read
of a redskin In Calgary named Darda-ella- .
If this sort of thing goes on
we shall expect to hear of Big Chief
or Medicine
The American

Man
Life.
Cuticura Comforts Baby's Skin
When red, rough and Itching with hot
baths of Cuticura Soap and touches Of
Cuticura Ointment Also make use
now and then of that exquisitely scent
ed dusting powder, Cuticura Talcum,
one of the Indispensable
Cuticura
Toilet Trio. Adv.
May Send Trees to America.
The college of agriculture and for-

estry at the University of Nankin In
China has undertaken to export tree
seeds and is trying to find a market
in America. Many of the trees listed
are Indigenous
to America,
but
, among tliera are also the xanthoxylum
plpentum or toothache tree and the
nilhanhus glandulosa or tree of
Graft is something else we cannot
cure only scold about.

Back Giving Out?
Is backache making you miserable T

Do you feel all worn out as if you
just can't keep going? Likely your
kidneys are to blame. A cold, strain
or overwork has probably weakened
the kidneys and caused that dull backache and annoying kidney irregularities. Don't ignore these warnings. Use
Doon'i Kidney Pills. Loan's have
helped thousands. They should help
you. Ask your neighoorl

A Colorado Case
Mrs. Fred
U5 W.

Ander-an-

n

Mareno

Colorado
Springs. suffered
Ave.,

Colo-say-

s:

"I
from kidney disorder and could barely straighten my
back after washing because It was
so painful and
lame.
I thought
the top of my head
was coming oft
with headaches. A
neighbor told me to
try Doan's Kidney Pills. As nothing
else helped me. I bought a box and
they cured me."
Cat Doan'i l Any Store, 60c a Boa

DOAN'S WAV
FOSTER. MILBURN CO., BUFFALO,

N. Y.

JACKS
126 MAMMOTH
bargain for yon, some quick.
I

iil5.L3o
PAWhole
Family Mealo

Bend, Ariz., was overpowered, handcuffed, abducted to a deep arroyo In

the desert and threatened with death
by three men whom he sought to arrest as suspects in connection with the
burglarizing of a store at Yuma, Ariz.
dnirymen have subAlbuquerque
scribed over $15,000 for the erection of
a big milk plant In that city, and an
effort will be made to increase this
amount to $20,000 after the first of the
year. A big meeting will be held
shortly to perfect the organization.
Plans of the new hotel company
which was organized at Albuquerque a
short time ago are nearly completed
and the sale of stock will begin in the
next two or three weeks. Louis Ilfeld
has been appointed statutory agent for
the company and the plans for the new
building will be drawn as soon as the
stock Is disposed of. The company la
capitalized at $500,000 and it Is hoped
that all the money may be raised so
that actual work on the new hostelry
can be started early in the spring.
The report that Miss Clara Olsen
would be Governor Mechem's private
secretary was given confirmation on
New Tear's day when the secretary to
nine former governors returned to her
desk in the executive office. Governor
Mechem is the tenth governor of New
Mexico who has appointed her, adding
further laurels to her record, which
heretofore has been unequalled in any
other state in the Union. Miss Olsen,
In returning to the office, began her
twentieth year as secretary in the executive office.
The Railways Ice Company of Clo-vlN. M., has made plans for a big
building campaign for the coming year
and the work will be started as soon as
the material can be secured and placed
on the grounds. The present storage
capacity of the big plant will be increased to 120,000 tons or twice the capacity now.
In the shortest inaugural address
ever delivered by a governor of New
Mexico, Merrltt C. Mechem told the
people that the most Important work
before the new state administration is
the practice of rigid economy in all departments of government and that the
essential step to this end is a drastic
limitation of taxes permitted by law to

"tttt rvr ED) h)
.M In
jiacarom
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FREE one package of your favorite SKIN-

NER'S Macaroni, Spaghetti or Egg Noodles.
Tear off the coupon, take it to your grocer, buy
one package and he will give you another free.
If he will not supp'y you write us, giving his
name and address.
One package of SKINNER'S Macaroni Products should make a full meal for the average
family.

If at any time you

do not find the superiority of
SKINNER'S immediately noticeable return the
empty patkage to your grocer and he will refund your money.
Hundreds of appetizing dishes can be prepared
from SKINNER'S Macaroni Products. Write
book of recipes, enclosing 4c
us for our
in stamps to cover postage.
'
48-pa-

Children's Coughs

IF

YOU HAVE TO CHANGE YOUR
GROCER.
Just tear off the coupon that appears below.
It's "legal tender" at any store will buy you
one package of SKINNER'S Macaroni Products
if you buy another. You get two packages for
only 10 cents by presenting this Free nt
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be levied.
' The Arizona State Board of Pardons
and Paroles will meet Jan. 13, the day
before the date set for the hanging of
Pedro Domínguez, donvlcted on a
charge of murder and in whose behalf
the Mexican embassy at Washington
has appealed to Governor Campbell for
a commutation of sentence. Governor
Campbell replied to the embassy that
It was the board's prerogative to act on
such matters, under a provision of Arizona law.
It has been agreed tentatively that
Frank R. Stewart of Phoenix shall take

the certificate of Arizona's three elechare a
according
W. U DrCLOW'8 JACK FARM toral votes to Washington,
Cedar Rapid, Iowa
to James B. Boyle of Douglas, one of
electors.
The
GASOLINE c PER GALLON. Bond ft for the three presidential
trial order. Money back If not aattatactorjr. electors, Stewart, Boyle and Joseph W.
678,
Colo.
Pueblo,
COLS & COTTRELL, Box
Smith, will meet at the state capital
when they will cast their votes for
Warren G. Harding.
uy be clucked and mora aarioaa condition
l,
The Sunshine Oil Company of
of the throat oftam will be avoided by
promptly tiring th child a doe of safa
N. M., iias spudded In a well
southeast of Roswell near the site of
Mexico well and iriil-in- g
the Kansas-Nehas already been started.

Unfortunately there are grocers that do not
handle quality merchandise, because the wholesale price is higher than on goods made up of
cheap raw material under unsanitary conditions.
Demand SKINNER'S Macaroni Products for
your family's sake. REFUSE TO USE MACARONI THAT COOKS UP MUSHY AND
DOES NOT HAVE A REAL FLAVOR, EVEN
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NOTICE TO
GROCERS:
This coupon, signed by your
customer, will be redeemed at
10 cents in cash. Return coupon

direct to Skinner Manufacturing
Company, Omaha, U. S. A. If you
do not have our full, line stocked send
us name of your jobber.

NOTICE TO PURCHASER
Coupon, if presented within 30 days, good for

one package of SKINNER'S Macaroni Products
if you purchase another at the regular price.
SIGN THE FOLLOWING

-

f

b

"SM'fl

..m

y

r

I herebv- certify- that I have this day purchased one
package of SKINNER'S Macaroni Products from my
grocer and received one package free.

Ros-wel-

Name..
Address..

I
i
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TIME TO BE CALM

A HOME BANK FOR

LIBERTY

WASHINGTON

The calmness of Americans ir
Mr. and Sirs. Robert Holmea
the' past few years," and right were host and hostess to a parnow when seriou3 industrial'con-djtion- ty of young folks on New Year's
confront us is a matte! night. Conversation, music and
worthy of note. They aCccptaci various games were the diverthe hardships ,of war with com- sion of the evening. Cake and
posure, and they stood up brave- punch were served.
ly in the face of the highest pricMessrs. Harry Stuart and
es ever known immediately fol- Tracy Mitchell have returned to
lowing the. war. They did so be- Albuquerque, to resume their
cause work was plentiful, and as studies.
long as they could get the money
Miss Freída Mitchell has re
they did not hesitate to spend it. turned to herchocl work in Ra
Today, in the face of tremen- ton.
.
Jtf'ss Irene Nowlin, who spent
dous 'losses being suffered by
producers, and we include a lot Lie holidays win home folks, has
of our rural neighbors in the vi- again resumed her studies in the
cinity of ,Roy in the list, they are Salt City Business College in
remaining calm and hoping mar- Hutchinson, Kansas.
A great many persons are sufkets will soon become stable and
everything will get back on a fering with deep colds. The
hargeable weather seems to no':
sound' basis. They are determined to bite their lips, keep at be advantageous to the sufferwork, save every penny possible ers.
Mrs. Homer Parks has been
and trust' to Providence to pull
"'
cn the sick list but is convalesc
them safely, through. "
' '
And it is this'calmnec: that is r.;r.
t
Mr. L. A. Canon is the. proud
going to be our salvation. A people who refuse to become excit- possessor ot a tine collie dog,
ed when trouble besets thein can which was shipped to him by his
to depended on to work out any
Air. Shslton, of Daw-co-

National Capital Kewspavcr
Praises Honorina of Memory as Such
Tardily, after a delay for
.which there is no excuse, the Ma
sons of the country are busv
raising $2,000,000 with' which to
erect a memorial to George

s

HOME PEOPLE
A BANK:

.

.

That can handle your account
correctly and courteously is not
only a source of satisfaction,
but is an advertisement for your
business.
This institution offers all the
facilities and accomodations
consistant with good banking
and welcome your business.

THE. MASON

Elmer E. Veeder
ATTO&NEY
AT LAW

:

Room 9, First Nat'l

BankBldg,

Washington, in which precious
relics such as the Alexandria
Lodge has in greater degree than
any other organization, can be
worthily, housed and cared for.
The Father of His Country does
not get that attention from men
of today that his character and
service deserve. His fame doe;:
not lend itself to the variety o.
socially organized uses that Lin"
coln has proved fert le in
gesting, or that Roosevelt v.iii.
ha,,
rbe events of 1911-2- 0
aowc'cd iarther back into the
remote past the American E evov r:
lution, and also, the, '61-6- 5
Dates at this office.
The greater the necessity then c
any organization, with a legitimate claim to pride in Washington as a loyal member, doing
The Las Vegas Commercial
handsomely all that can be done
club
offers a minimum premium
to make him seem to be what he
list
of
progvem." It is a people who lose
$4,000 for a county fair
vernamely,
undoubtedly
was,
a
(
On account of the inclement itable man of affairs and not a next year.
their heads who cannot be trusted to settle their troubles as they weather, only a few of the farm- wise sage who dwelt apart from
n
Printing Co.,
arise, r aim governs an 01 us m ers attended the stockholders' men. Washington (D. C.) HerRoy,
New
this time, faith in the final pre meeting of the Mesa
Mexico.
ald.
vailing good sense of both labor
Dear Friends :
Co. from this community.
We find after reconsidering
and capital, faith the stability oí Success to this company.
STATE HEALTH DEPARTthe matter that it would be hard
The Anderson Eros, corn shcl-Ic- r
::v.niry, r.o matter now Diue
.
MENT WARNS AGAINST
for us to get along without the
is in "the community doing
the outlook may how be. Faith
MEASLES
Weekly Letter from home, so we
has brought us through some work for the farmers.
Reports received by the State are enclosing check for $2.00 for
rirenuous times, so let us contm
uc to have faith that the threat FARMERS HIT BY
Health Department indicate that which set us a year ahead on our
,
CREDIT DEFLATION measles is likely to become epi- subscription.
enirig clouds will soon roll away
With best regards to you and
demic over the State within the
and we will walk out into the
Washington, Dec. 11. (By next few weeks. There has been wishing you a successful New
bright light of the greatest pros- neritv this nation has ever Capital News Service). Recent no widespread
outbreak of Year, we are as ever
sudden decline in the prices of measles within the last year or
I.ncwn.
Your friends,
farm products is largely due to two, and, as a result, there are
W. GIBSON & SON.
.J.
the inauguration of the deflation now thousands of susceptible
THEY'RE HIT HARD
policy of the government, in the children, This will tend to make
Harry Lamon, one of
's
opinion
Cyrus
of
L.
cf
Miner,
prosperous farmers, was
rapidly.
more
spread
disease
That vast number still of the Topeka. Discussing this subject the
Attention is directed to the in town the first of the week
opinion that they can buy cheap
: "The policy of
Mr.
Miner
said
fact that measles is by no means trading with Roy's merchants
or from a mail order catalogue credit' restriction by
govern- a harmless disease, as is suppos- and getting as much information
the
home
merchant
than from the
ment hit the farmers hard, as
possible regarding the new
has certainly . been hit hard in virtually placed what moneyit ed by many. While it rarely re- as
county.
Harry is much interestuncomplicated,
it
fatally
if
sults
indicathe past few months, and
there is to loan on the auction is followed, in a certain percent- ed in the proposed county propotions are they'll learn a pretty block, where 'it went to
the high- age of cases, by a form of pneu sition, but savs he doesn't, want:
costly lesson if they keep up the est
is, the speculatbidder
that
practice.
monia which is exceedingly dan the county seat any further away
and
ors
who
needed
brokers
irerous. Many deaths occur from irom nis ranch than it is at presEvery Roy citizen who knows money
pa- anything
in their business and who this cause every year, especially ent.
about the markets of were willing
to pay as high a3 10 among infants under five years
this country at all knows they per cent for it were accommodatDon Nugen is a new reader of
changed
more
if age. For this reason, parents
have wavered and
ed, while the farmer, unable to ihould be particularly careful to the
n
this week.
in the past few months than for meet these rates, was left withDon
he
said
couldn't
keep
house
exposure
prevent
of
children
the
many years gone by. An article out
funds to handle his cropr..
af far as possible, and should, without it.
might sell at one price oiie day
"The absence of the customary
and be several cénts' lower the market for surplus American under no circumstances, volun
Ray Busey received his aptarily expose them, as has often
next. There has been a gradual farm products
pointment
played
as deputy sheriff for
some
has
man5past.
Whil
who
been done in the
dropping, and the
part
in the drop of prices, but practically every child will have Mora county last Wednesday.
day,
to
the
day
bought from
it
Ray is a dandy fellow, and we bethe mr.!n factor is the credit
measles sooner or later, tho long
home stores, got the benefit of it.
Increase
in the redis- er the disease is put off, the less lieve that Mr. Lopez, our sheriff
buycatalogue
Not so with the
count ir.te, the government's prihas made an excellent appointers. The catalogues are figured mary plan for deflation, caused V danger. Even in cases which ment in Mr. Busey.
,
is
sometimes
child
recover,
the
up one week on prices prevailing interest rales to soar and
causT left with impaired eyes, ear
a;
week
requires'
week.
It
that
. John U. Tobler and H. T. Clin-ar- d
ed the dea.'crs and wholesalers to trouble, or in a weakened condi
"vo to get them printed and
were in Roy on business last
They
pricsaw
the
another week to get them in the es faU:rg r.rcl knew that they tion which renders him suscep Friday from their home near
hands of the buyers. Another would get the farmers product tibie to other diseases.
Mosquero.
The most important point in
week elapses before the order is cheaper by waiting. In
addition
sent in so the things bought to 'th;r ma-- y of them did not the prevention of measles is the
The Roy Band is practicing
from fhe catalogue are bought al have the canital to handle the early recognition of cases, that every week and is doing some
they may be promptly isolated.
1 prices three and four weeks old,
cro. ;v they desired to buy and and tho quarantine ot persons good work. ,At the rate they are
at the least, it has Kept tne could not aíí'ord
to payjhc new who have been exposed until it practicing we would not be surcatalogue houses in hot water
prised to see the band doing exr:t(3."
interest
can be determined whether they cellent work by early spring.
trying to change prices to meet
will develop the disease. Measles
the rapidly changing markets,
A E7ITCH IN TIME
is most contagious in the earliest
and you may rest assured that
County Agricultural Agent L.
when there has been any money
How about that binder and stages, before the eruption ap- H. Kronig was on the Mesa the
lost by reason of the changes it cultivator you' 'put away last pears on the body.
first of the week looking after
house summer after finishing the sea
When the disease is present in the agricultural interests of. the
hasn't been the mail-ordthat lost it.
son's work only by reason of the community, every child Mesa. Mr. Kronig is a good
It is certainly proving a costly vour prayers (in reverse) and a should be carefully examined worker and we shall expect some
lesson to those who won't pat- little failing wire? Now is the every day. Reddened or irritat good results from his work.
ronize their home merchants. time to go over them and make a ed eyes, or the early symptoms
R. E. Morris and wife, who
But it is a deserved punishment, list of the parts needed to be of a cold, are often the first signs
anl they must suffer their losses purchased or ordered at the ear of measles. In the majority ot have lived north of Roy for the
with the knowledge that they are liest possible, opportunity. On cases an eruption appears on past several years, left for their
really not entitled to sympathy. an average farm, a day now is what is known as the "soft pal new home in Oklahoma last
but little more valuable than an ate" of the roof of the mouth, Monday. They found it neceshour will be in the middle of the which may frequently be seen a sary to make this chancre on ac
DAIRYMEN busy season next summer when day or two before the eruption count of the health of Mrs. Mor
VEGAS
LAS
"STAR
ELILMINATE
ns.
a number of days may be lost appears bn the body.
It is especially important that
BOARDERS" '
waiting for a part, if it is not ordered in plenty of time. It would school children be caretully
The
n
turned
seem the part of wisdom to watched. If they are examined a nice line of job
work
for
the
nurses
school
or
by
teachers
the
perfected
dairymen"
Vegas
spend
a comparatively cheap day
Las
Plumlee Hosnital And tht Pvrn
shown
has
experience
day,
every
H. B. Jones, president of the an organization at a meeting now rather than a number of
Research
this
Laboratories
that measles can be more easily week.
Roy Trust and Savings bank, held in that city Friday, January h;gh priced ones later on.
open
schools
the
controlled with
was in Roy. looking after busi- 7, which has for its object the
Mesdames Hahn and Mackey than with them closed.
ness matters last week. H. B. placing of the dairy industry on
Once the child has measles, it
reports everything very quiet in a better footing through the of Solano were trading with Roy
that, Hon. A. F. Chavez of the Car
be remembered
should
Elimination of the "star hoard merchants last Monday.
our sister town, Tucumcari.
rizo neighborhood was in tnwn
disease
without proper care, the
ers" from their herds, after thor.
Monday getting a load of provi
pneumonia.
by
followed
be
may
oughly testing them out for protor his ranch.
sions
exposure
to
cold
reason,
The cold weather which reach- duction. The organization also
Clarence Bartlett left for his For this
avoided,
be
should
dampness
ed us Sunday has hung on all rrov'dcs for the
old home in Nevinville, Iowa, and
week. It was accompanied by a Diirchase "of feed in caf lots di Monday, where he will visit for and the patient should not be alC. E. Holcomb of Mills was in
lowed to go out of the house too
light snow on Tuesday, but not rectly from producers and for the winter.
Roy last week and purchased a
.
soon.
enough fell to be of much benefit.
m other ways.
from
Every case should be reported fine new Overland-Fou- r
We need a good snow, one that
the
E.
Busey
J.
Co.
even
officer,
health
local
to
the
will bring enough moisture tc
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Jordan are
been
help the wheat.
Have you seen a pedigreed po- mourning the loss of their infant where a physician has not
duty
which
is
a
This
called.
tato? Potato men around Dem-in- g babe which died last Monday and
The justice of the peace and
to the public,
have sent to Wyoming, Colo- was buried in the Mills cemetery every citizen owes
constable
election failed to mamay
out
carry
to
it
The Misses Lefcha" and Laska rado and Minnesota to see if Tuesday. The bereaved parents and failure
terialize
Tuesday, as it was
last
of
another.
death
in
the
result
Gray were in Tucumcari visiting they can be secured.
have the sympathy of their
impossible to set anvone to serve
friends and attending to busimany friends at Roy and Mills.
as judges and clerks of the elecness matter.? last Saturday and
Henry Krabbenschmidt, th: tion. The little S2.50 was not
.
Sunday.
Ernest Cochrane of the Mills
obliging
and
very inviting, and everyona
Developer was a business visitor
cashier of the Bank of seemed too busy to act on the
Hon. Elmer E. Veeder of Las
:n Roy Monday and called on the Vegas was a business visitor in Rowas a business visitor in election board. Th failure of
The officials of the El Paso and
n
while here. Roy last Saturday. Mr. Veeder
last week.
havinar the election will allow.
Southwestern passed through Ernest is also carrier of Route 1 was surprised at the growth of
Mr. Foster to continue as justice
Roy last Monday on an inspec- from Milis, and finds the cod, our littie town the past few
of
the peace and Frank Schultz
tion tour. They were in their frosty mornings rather distaste- years, and can see a great future
'
VA II. Willcox and wife were
We understand
own special train and only spent ful for a R. F.,D. carrier on a for the metropolis of the great in town from their ranch flear as constable.
Mr,
Schultz
will resign
that
a few minutes in Roy.
route.
Optimo last week.
Mesa.
within the near future.

Bank oí i? oy
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East Las Vegas,
New Mexico

:

Geo E. Cochrane
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Spanish-America-

PRE-WA- R

"

PRICE;

-

have rented the mechanical department of the Liberty Garage and will
do all kinds of repair work on Autos
Tractors and Engines.
We have reduced the price of labor
I

from$L00

-

Kep-hart-

to 80c per

hour and we arahtee all work, and
will make good any errors we may
make, without any expense to our!
trons Let us fix your motor and be
convinced.

Spanish-America-

Quick Service Is Our Motto
J. G. CAMPBELL

sit-uat:o- "..

Manager

stop-buying-

.

BIG R EDUCTION

,

i

Trie U. S. L. has gone back
to PRE-WAprices.
20 to 25 percent cut on all
sizes. Get their prices before buying a new battery.
R

.

er

ANDERSONS
Ü.

The

S. L. Service Station

--

Spanish-America-

A letter from Mr. and Mrs. E.
F. Henry who are ' visiting
friends at Sheboygan, Wisconsin, reports that they are having
a fine visit and enjoying it very
much. They will return home
within about thirty days so Mr.
Henry can arrange for the large
amount of stucco work that is
waiting him here.
The picture show was well attended 'last Saturday night and
picture wa.3 a dandy. They
will give a show each Saturday
night from now on.

t"

We forgot to state in last
week's paper that Prof. Gerhart
of Tucumcari is the new prin
cipal of the Roy schools, succeed
ing Prof. Orange, who had to
quit on account of poor health.
Mr. Gerhart is a ypung man of
exceptional capability and we believe will be a success in the
school room.

.

.

vice-preside- nt

Spanish-America-
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